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Laser Spectroscopy on Os−: A Prerequisite for the Laser Cool-
ing of Atomic Anions – Laser cooling of neutral atoms or positive ions is
today routinely employed in numerous experiments. Negative ions, in contrast,
have distinct characteristics which hamper the application of lasers for cooling.
But in 1999, the discovery of the unique bound–bound electric dipole transition in
the negative osmium ion provided the motivation for a first cooling attempt. This
thesis presents the first milestones toward the ultimate goal of laser cooling negative
osmium, including high-resolution laser spectroscopy of the relevant bound–bound
E1 transition. Its frequency – between the ground 4F9/2 and the 6DJe1 (bound)
excited states – was determined to be 257.831190(35) THz in 192Os−, in agreement
with a previous measurement, but two orders of magnitude more precise. The
determination of the resonant cross-section implicitly provided the corresponding
Einstein A coefficient, which was found to be A ≈ 330 s−1. Furthermore, the iso-
tope shift of the E1 transition and the hyperfine structure constants of the ground
and excited state were obtained, for the first time, from the analysis of the spectra
of all naturally abundant isotopes. The hyperfine structure revealed the heretofore
unknown total angular momentum of the excited state to be Je1 = 9/2. Finally,
laser spectroscopy in an external magnetic field confirmed the expected line split-
ting for Os− due to the Zeeman effect. Based on all these experimental results the
prospect of laser cooling negative osmium is reviewed.

Laserspektroskopie an Os−: Eine Vorraussetzung für die Laser-
kühlung von atomaren Anionen – Die Laserkühlung von neutralen Atomen
und positiven Ionen wird heute erfolgreich in vielen Experimenten eingesetzt. Neg-
ative Ionen hingegen besitzen Eigenschaften, die die Anwendung von Lasern zum
Kühlen erschweren bzw. unmöglich machen. Die Entdeckung des bislang einzigar-
tigen elektrischen Dipolübergangs im negativen Osmiumion zwischen zwei gebun-
denen Zuständen – im Jahr 1999 – lieferte die Motivation dafür, einen ersten
Kühlversuch zu unternehmen. In dieser Arbeit werden erste Zwischenergebnisse
dieses Projekts präsentiert. Zu diesen gehört die hochauflösende Laserspektroskopie
des entsprechenden E1-Übergangs, wobei die Übergangsfrequenz in 192Os− zwisch-
en dem 4F9/2 Grundzustand und dem angregten (gebundenen) 6DJe1 Zustand zu
257.831190(35) THz bestimmt wurde. Diese Frequenz stimmt mit einem zuvor
gemessenen Wert überein, hat aber eine um den Faktor 100 höhere Genauigkeit.
Die Bestimmung des resonanten Wirkungsquerschnitts lieferte zudem den Einstein-
Koeffizienten A ≈ 330 s−1. Desweiteren wurden erstmals Messungen der Isotopiev-
erschiebung des E1-Übergangs und der Hyperfeinstruktur an allen stabilen Iso-
topen durchgeführt und daraus die Isotopieverschiebung des E1-Übergangs sowie
die Hyperfeinstruktur-Konstanten bestimmt. Dabei offenbarte die Analyse der
Hyperfeinstruktur den bisher nicht bekannten Gesamtdrehimpuls Je1 = 9/2 des
angeregten Zustands. Die Laserspektroskopie in einem äußeren Magnetfeld hat
dieses Resultat bestätigt; das Spektrum zeigte, die erwartete Aufspaltung für Os−.
Auf Grundlage dieser experimentellen Ergebnisse werden die Anforderungen be-
sprochen, um Laserkühlung an negativem Osmium durchzuführen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Antiprotons (p̄) are a remarkable and extreme species of negative ions. They
have the same mass, but opposite sign of charge with respect to the pro-
tons – their antiparticle. The discovery of the electron’s antiparticle, the
positron (e+), in 1933 [1], a striking feature of Dirac’s theory of the elec-
tron, suggested that all elementary particles have an antiparticle partner.
The antiproton was indeed found in 1955 [2]. The relation between particles
and antiparticles is described by the CPT theorem, a well-established pos-
tulate incorporated in the Standard Model of particle physics. Today, the
Standard Model is one of the most precisely tested theories next to General
Relativity – the description of gravity at large scales, like the universe. A
(grand) unification of both to a Theory of Everything may require the for-
mulation of a quantum gravity theory. In such a theory [3], the interaction
would be mediated by exchange particles, as opposed to treating gravity as
a geometric phenomenon. The exact nature of the exchange bosons and the
charge to which they couple determines whether such a force is always at-
tractive or whether it may become repulsive in certain circumstances. The
latter would be a violation of the weak equivalence principle (WEP), which
states that the gravitational and inertial mass are identical.

Experimental tests of the CPT theorem have been performed to great
precision [4]. An outstanding precision (1.8 parts in 1014) was reached in
the measurement of the 1S → 2S electronic transition in hydrogen [5].
Current experiments at the antiproton decelerator (AD) at CERN, such
as ATRAP [6] and ALPHA [7], are aiming for a comparison of that transi-
tion frequency with that in antihydrogen (H̄). Antihydrogen is the bound
system of a antiproton and a positron – according to CPT invariance it
should have exactly the same electronic level structure. The goal of a third
group (AEgIS) is the observation of the Earth’s gravitational acceleration
on antimatter (antihydrogen) [8], a test of the WEP. The review article [9]
describes some of the past and future fundamental tests with antimatter in
more detail and introduces the production mechanisms for antihydrogen.

The sensitivity of all H̄ experiments greatly depend on the temperature
of the sample. Antihydrogen is produced by recombination of positrons with
antiprotons at the end of an intricate production and cooling procedure. In
2002 the groups ATHENA and ATRAP independently reported the pro-
duction of low-energy antihydrogen by the controlled merging of trapped
antiprotons and positrons [10, 11]. Under those experimental conditions,
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two main processes contribute to the recombination [9]: first, radiative re-
combination p̄ + e+ → H̄ + hν, and secondly, three body recombination
p̄ + 2e+ → H̄ + e+. The formed anti-atoms are no longer trapped in the
electromagnetic trap, which confines the antiprotons and positrons, and un-
controlledly leave the mixing region in all directions. Although the mixing
is done in a cryogenic environment, the temperature of the resulting antihy-
drogen was found to be much higher than the temperature of the positron
plasma [12, 13], which is in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding trap.

Recently, three distinct methods have been proposed to achieve even
colder samples of antihydrogen:

1. Only a small fraction of the produced antihydrogen – the coldest frac-
tion – is trapped in an Ioffe trap. In the subsequent step the anti-atoms
are laser-cooled via the Lyman-α transition [14], this cooling scheme
is shown in Fig. 1.1(a). The minimal temperature achievable via this
method is the corresponding Doppler cooling limit ≈ 2.4 mK, but this
temperature might still be too high for precision studies.

2. The creation, trapping and sympathetic cooling of H̄+ with laser-
cooled cations [15], e.g., Ba+, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1(b). After suc-
cessful cooling, the H̄+ ions are neutralized by a laser pulse – enabling
experiments on the remaining cold antihydrogen. For this method the
final temperature of the antihydrogen is in the sub-millikelvin range.

3. The antiprotons are cooled with laser-cooled anions prior to the re-
combination to antihydrogen [16], as shown in Fig. 1.1(c).

The third scheme depends on a charge exchange process of highly excited
positronium (Ps∗), the bound system of an electron and a positron, and
antiprotons in the course of antihydrogen formation. Here, the fundamental
reaction is Ps∗ + p̄ → H̄∗ + e− – the excitation of Ps to high Rydberg
states enhances the charge exchange cross-section. In this process, the final
temperature of the H̄ will be dominated by the initial p̄ temperature, due to
the ≈ 2000 times larger mass of the antiproton with respect to the positron.

For the sympathetic cooling of antiprotons negative ions have to be de-
ployed, since their negative charge prevents annihilation of the negative
antiprotons with the atomic nucleus – the wave function overlap of nucleons
and antiprotons is greatly reduced by the Coulomb repulsion. Unfortunately,
the characteristics of negative ions are not in favor of laser cooling appli-
cations. Their structure does not exhibit a large number of bound states.
Strong electric dipole transitions are (almost) inexistent.

In 1999, the discovery of a bound–bound electric dipole transition in
the negative osmium ion provided the incentive for a thorough investigation
into the prospects for Os− laser cooling. Its theoretical cooling limit is
in the microkelvin range. Thus the cooling of antiprotons with such a cold
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laser-cooled cations, followed by photo-detachment; and (c) Cooling an-
tiprotons with laser-cooled anions, prior to charge exchange with highly
excited positronium.
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sample represents a promising route to ultracold antihydrogen. However, the
characteristics of the relevant transition and the possibility of laser cooling
negative osmium have to be explored in detail.

This thesis describes a study of the negative osmium ion using near-
infrared laser spectroscopy performed at the Max Planck Institute for Nu-
clear Physics in Heidelberg. The investigation focuses on the prospects of
laser cooling Os− in a Penning trap – the UNIC project (Ultracold Negative
Ions through Indirect Laser Cooling) – with a view to realizing the third
production scheme for cold H̄ introduced above.

In Chap. 2 an introduction into negative ions and a discussion of the
structure and characteristics of the negative osmium ion are given. Relevant
ion trapping and cooling techniques are also considered. Chapter 3 describes
the components of the current setup of the UNIC apparatus, most of which
were planned, designed and brought into operation during the course of
this thesis. Chapters 4 & 5 present experimental results of collinear and
transverse laser spectroscopy, as well as first trapping experiments in the
UNIC trap. Chapter 6 discusses the possibility of and requirements for the
Doppler cooling of negative osmium trapped in a Penning trap based on the
results obtained in Chap. 4 & 5. Finally, Chap. 7 summarizes all results
and concludes with a perspective for future experiments on the cooling of
negative ions and antiprotons.



2. THEORY

2.1 Atomic Anions

Over 80% of all naturally occurring elements are capable of forming neg-
ative ions [17]. In Fig. 2.1 a portion of the periodic table of the elements
is shown, including their electron affinity (EA), which is equivalent to the
binding energy of the valence electron. The determination of these EAs is
of interest not only on a fundamental level, but also in the applied science
field. Since negative ions also often result from neutral molecules (partic-
ularly radicals) binding an additional electron, they are of importance in
gas-phase chemistry and far beyond [18]. Recently EAs have been play-
ing an important role for example, in studies of molecular clusters [19, 20],
interstellar chemistry [21, 22], and even in the development of flat panel
displays [23].

An introduction into the general field of negative ions can be found in
the two monographs by Massey [24] and Smirnov [25], and review articles
of experimental and theoretical methods present an overview of the latest
results in the field [26–28]. The following section is dedicated to the origin
of the binding and the resulting internal structure of atomic anions and
thereby introduces the basic principles of stable negative ions.
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2.1.1 Structure and Characteristics

From an electrostatic point of view, an electron experiences no Coulomb
force from a neutral atom, since it has no charge and no permanent electric
dipole moment. Nevertheless, an electron is attracted by an isolated neutral
atom. This can be understood from a semi-classical point of view. The
neutral atom can become polarized in an external electric field, for example,
created by an approaching charged particle. In a way analogous to the
van-der-Waals interaction between neutral atoms, the force arises from a
polarization effect. The interaction between the two partners induces a
dipole moment, which in turn leads to an attractive potential.

In the case of the formation of an anion the electric charge of the free
electron can polarize the neutral atom – resulting in an induced electric
dipole moment – which is sufficient to bind the incident electron to the atom.
All noble gases and some other elements do not exhibit stable negative ions,
as they all inhabit a closed electron shell structure or sub-shell structure,
which corresponds to a low polarizability of the atom and therefore prevent
the electron from distorting the spherical symmetric charge distribution.

In the quantum-mechanical picture, binding of the excess electron in-
volves correlations between the approaching electron and the atomic elec-
trons. Thus the stability of the negative ions strongly depends on the sharing
of the attractive field of the nucleus between the extra electron and the inner
electrons. Correlation effects play a much greater role in negative ions than
in atoms or positive ions, because it is the dominant contribution to the
stability of such a negative system and therefore enables the understanding
by means of the limitations of the independent electron model in other sys-
tems (atoms or positive ions) as well. Yet, it is not possible to calculate the
binding energy to any desired precision for any other negative ion than H−

on account of the correlation effects which are impossible to handle analyt-
ically for many-electron systems. Since H− can be treated analytically, it
has been used as a model case in many calculations [29–31].

The structure of anions differs qualitatively from that of atoms and
cations due to a different origin of the binding force. In atoms and cations,
the Coulomb field created by the nucleus is strong and long-ranged; it falls
as 1/r and it is capable of supporting an unlimited number of bound states
converging towards the ionization limit. In contrast, the binding potential
in anions for the outermost electron is much weaker and short-ranged. Since
it arises from polarization effects, it falls at least as rapidly as 1/r4. The
weakness of the potential causes a binding energy typically one order of
magnitude lower than that of the parent atom. In addition it can only sup-
port a limited number of bound states, if any at all. In Fig. 2.2 the different
types of potentials and their resulting level structures in atoms and anions
are compared.

As mentioned above, bound excited states are rare in anions. If they ex-
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Fig. 2.2: (a) Illustration of the Coulomb potential in a neutral atom, with its
infinite number of energy levels, including the Rydberg series. (b) The
short-range potential experienced by the outer electron in a negative ion,
with its few bound energy levels.

ist, they generally belong to the same fine structure multiplet and therefore
have the same configuration and parity as the ground state. This also has
an impact on the experimental methods used to investigate the electronic
structure in negative ions. For example, laser absorption or fluorescence
spectroscopy are impossible due to the lack of strong transitions. Hence,
recent experimental studies on anions have focused on photo-detachment
spectroscopy. The earliest such investigation was reported in 1973 [32]. In
those kind of experiments the valence electron of the negative ion is de-
tached via the absorption of a photon, lifting it above the neutralization
threshold. A more detailed description of the experimental procedure is
given in Sec. 2.1.2, where the first study on the negative osmium ion is
presented, or can be found in one of several review articles [26–28].

Besides a precise determination of the negative-ion binding energies,
experiments are also seeking for evidence of opposite-parity bound states.
Theoretical calculations predict the existence of such states for the anions
of some lanthanides and actinides [33–37] and for cesium [38–40], but the
predictive power of these calculations is low. And more recent experiments
have ruled out the existence of opposite-parity bound states for cesium and
lanthanum [41, 42].

Today cerium is still a promising candidate for an opposite-parity bound
state, but unfortunately the results of a photo-detachment experiment have
not conclusively confirmed the existence of an opposite-parity bound state
in this lanthanide [43]. The determination is rather difficult in this case, be-
cause the negative cerium ion exhibits a rich spectrum of resonances around
the detachment threshold. These shape resonances are due to bound or
quasi-bound excited states, which are commonly present in negative ions.
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They lie energetically above the ground state of the parent neutral atom and
reveal themselves as auto-detaching resonances in photo-detachment stud-
ies. The lifetimes for auto-detachment are of the order of 10−11...10−16 s –
much shorter than a possible radiative decay back to the ground state. But
already in 1999 an opposite-parity bound state was experimentally found in
the unique negative ion of osmium.

2.1.2 Photo-Detachment Study on Negative Osmium Ions

The experiment which led to the discovery of an opposite-parity bound state
in an atomic anion represents a typical photo-detachment study [44]. We will
discuss the setup and measurement principle of that experiment to introduce
the basic principles of this kind of studies.

In this particular experiment, the setup consists of a negative ion source
(c.f. Sec 3.1), from which the ions are extracted and formed into an ion
beam with a kinetic energy of a few keV. The beam is then mass-separated
and guided by ion optics into a spectrometer section. Here a tunable pulsed
dye laser beam crosses the ion beam at an angle of 90◦. In the course of the
experiment the laser frequency is scanned, leading to a neutralization of a
fraction of the ions in resonance. The remaining negative ions are deflected
onto a Faraday cup, while the neutral atoms strike a microchannel plate
detector (MCP) in forward direction. By recording the number of neutral
particles hitting the detector as a function of the applied photon energy, a
photo-detachment spectrum is obtained.

In the quoted experiment, two strong peak resonances and a slow rising
near-threshold behavior from the ground state are visible in the collected
data, cf. Fig. 2.3. The narrow peak has a width of approximately the laser
bandwidth and the center is at a photon energy of 1.066316(19) eV. In con-
trast, the wide peak has its center at a 1.08132(4) eV and is about 20 times
broader. Furthermore the continuum rises from the ground state threshold
position at 1.07780(12) eV continuously with increasing photon energy. In
the analysis, the narrow peak was attributed to a resonant excitation into a
bound state, followed by a subsequent detachment via a second laser photon
into the continuum. The wide peak was identified as an auto-detachment
resonance. Both interpretations are supported by the measured widths of
the corresponding resonances.

These experimental observations, combined with theoretical calculations
on the ground state configuration of Os− [45], yield the energy level diagram
sketched in Fig. 2.4. However, the two excited states attributed to the two
peak resonances lie closely around the threshold value. The 6DJe1 state is
bound with an energy of only ≈ 11 meV and the auto-detachment state
6DJe2 is unbound by ≈ 3 meV, and its corresponding lifetime toward de-
tachment is of the order of ≈ 10−12 s, as determined via the peak width. In
Ref. [44], the authors give an estimate of the strength of the bound–bound
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Fig. 2.3: Photo-detachment spectrum of Os−, taken from Ref. [44]. In the inset a
high-resolution scan around the ground state threshold is shown.
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transition with an Einstein A coefficient of ≈ 104 s−1. This transition rate
is too low for a fully allowed E1 transition, but it is not uncommon for a
spin-forbidden resonance in heavy elements, as is expected from the energy
level diagram.

In conclusion, the cited experiment resolved two excited ionic states of
odd parity in Os−, of which one is actually a bound state. This result makes
the negative osmium ion the only known atomic anion with bound states
of opposite parity, since its ground state has an even parity configuration.
Prior to the work reported in this thesis, the total angular momentum of
the excited states was unknown.

2.1.3 Detachment Processes

As stated above, negative ions are fragile objects and therefore potential de-
struction mechanisms have to be carefully considered. These considerations
are particularly important if the ions must be preserved for several minutes
or even hours, which might be the case for the UNIC project. Hence, in the
following we will consider possible ion loss processes and give estimates of
the expected loss rates. Some of these discussions can be found in Ref. [16]
as well.

Experimental investigations on Ca− loss mechanisms in storage rings give
some indications of their respective relevance [46], besides the theoretical
assumptions made here. These experiments have shown, that detachment by
blackbody radiation (BBR) seems to be a non-negligible process, in addition
to collisions with residual gas and electric-field detachment. But obviously
the relative importance of these processes depends on the exact experimental
parameters. In the following sections, the field detachment process and the
effect of black-body radiation will be considered in more detail. We will
focus on the excited state 6DJe1 (of the negative osmium ion), since it is the
most weakly bound level of interest, and the expected loss rates for all more
strongly bound levels are assumed to be much lower.

Electric-Field Detachment

In order to calculate the electric-field detachment rates for excited negative
ions in static electric fields, one can adopt the approximations assumed in
Ref. [47], which are valid for weakly bound states. Reference [48] extends
the results to alternating fields, but essentially arrives at the same estimate
for static and uniform electric fields, which are to be considered here.

The valence electron is bound by Ebind = −1/2 γ2 and interacts with an
effective charge of the atomic core of Z. For such an electron in an orbital
defined by its angular momentum quantum numbers L and ML, the authors
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find that the rate of detachment Γd,ef is given by

Γd,ef = B2 2L + 1
2γML

ML!(L + ML)!
(L − ML)!

(
2γ2e

a2
0F

)2Z/γ−ML−1

exp
(
− 2γ3e

3a2
0F

)
, (2.1)

where B is a constant, determined by the inner form of the wave function,
and F denotes the electric-field strength, e the electric charge and a0 the
Bohr radius. All quantities are in atomic units. In Fig. 2.5 the breakup rate
for Os−, in the excited state 6D0

Je1
(Z = 0, L = 2 and Ebind = 11.5 meV)

and using B = 0.03, is plotted. The three curves indicate the different
breakup rates for the three possible ML sub-states: ML = 0 (red/dotted),
ML = 1 (black/solid) and ML = 2 (blue/dashed). It is evident that below
an electric-field of 0.4× 106 Vm−1 the lifetime 1/Γd,ef is longer than 1 s, no
matter in which ML state the ion finds itself. In the discussion below only
the ML = 0 sub-state is considered, since it yields the highest detachment
rates.

In case of trapped and strongly confined ions, it is crucial to estimate
the expected breakup rate due to ion–ion collisions, since under these exper-
imental conditions ion densities of ≈ 107 cm−3 can be achieved, leading to
high scattering rates. For an impact parameter of b = 0, cf. inset of Fig. 2.6,
the ion–ion inter distance is smallest in the collision and thus the experi-
enced electric field becomes largest. In such collisions, the thermal energy
Etherm is transferred into potential (Coulomb) energy ECoul and the distance
of closest approach rmin is reached when ECoul (rmin) = Etherm. Thus, the
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Fig. 2.6: Graph of the estimated breakup rate of the 6DJe1 state, due to a possible
ion–ion collision, as a function of the ion temperature.

maximum electric field, and thus the breakup rate, becomes temperature-
dependent. The expected rate as a function of the ion temperature is plotted
in Fig. 2.6. However, this rate has to be multiplied by the actual collision
rate in order to estimate the final lifetime due to this process. But since a
decrease in temperature below 130 K is already sufficient to suppress this
loss process by a factor of 108, it will not be considered here, implying that
the ion temperature needs to be low before confined ions may be excited to
the 6DJe1 state.

Detachment Due to Blackbody Radiation

Another loss mechanism is the photo-detachment by blackbody photons.
In this process the cross-section has to be considered as a function of the
corresponding energy.

Using the Wigner law [49], one can estimate the expected cross-section
behavior near threshold, as determined in photo-detachment studies done
on negative ions, see for example Ref. [50, 51]. The relevant Wigner law is
the one that applies to photo-detachment, i.e., the case where the particles
do not interact in the final state. For negative ions, in fact, the final state
of the photo-detachment process includes one neutral particle (the atom)
and one charged particle (the electron). In the following, εthres denotes the
threshold energy and ε = hc/λ − εthres the energy above threshold, while
Eph = hc/λ is the photon energy. The final photo-detachment cross-section,
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Fig. 2.7: Estimated photo-detachment cross-section from the 6DJe1 state, based
on a sum of Wigner laws and the experimental cross-section of 4 ×
10−17 cm2 at 1.06 eV, cf. [44]. The indications at the different reso-
nance positions show the corresponding energy levels in Os, taken from
Ref. [52].

according to [49], is given by

σd ∝ εl+1/2, (2.2)

where l is the angular momentum of the escaping electron wave function.
Note that this result does not give an absolute value for the cross-section.
However, in the case of Os−, one can take the experimentally determined
cross-section of 4 × 10−17 cm2 at λ = 1162.75 nm, cf. Ref. [44], to obtain
the proportionality constant for the absolute cross-section. But in addition
the final state of the atom must be considered for a complete description
since, besides a pure detachment, subsequent excitation of the atom can
lead to further resonances in the cross-section. In order to account for this
fact the Os energy level diagram has to be considered and a sum of Wigner
laws has to be established to estimate the cross-section sufficiently, see for
example Ref. [50]. The corresponding energy levels are taken from [52] and
lead to the plot shown in Fig. 2.7, where the resulting estimate for the
photo-detachment cross-section is also displayed.

To estimate the detachment probability due to absorption of a blackbody
photon, we consider the number density of photons per unit area and unit
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time. Taking Planck’s law into account, we obtain:

nph (λ, T ) =
2πhc2

λ5

1

exp
(

hc
λkBT

)
− 1

. (2.3)

Finally, the integral of the cross-section with this result leads to the photo-
detachment rate

Γd,BBR (T ) =
∫ λmax

λmin

dλ σd (λ) nph (λ, T ) . (2.4)

Here, the limits λmin and λmax are chosen such that the integral converges in
an acceptable range and is not beyond the estimated cross-section range, cf.
Fig. 2.7. The resulting lifetime 1/Γd,BBR is displayed in Fig. 2.8. Its strong
temperature dependence suggests reducing the temperature of the environ-
ment as much as possible in order to suppress this process. A temperature
of 100 K already leads to a lifetime for BBR detachment of 1 s, which is
acceptable considering that spontaneous emission back to the ground state
is much faster. Note that the estimate gives only a rough prediction of the
expected detachment rate, due to the uncertainty in the cross-section σd (λ).
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2.2 Ion Trapping and Cooling

2.2.1 Confinement of Charged Particles

The trapping of charged particles can be achieved in a number of ways.
The most common techniques make use of oscillating electric fields (Paul
trap) or static electro-magnetic fields (Penning trap) to confine non-neutral
particles in a well-defined space. In particular, the Penning trap uses a
strong homogeneous magnetic field (≈ few T) to trap particles in the radial
direction and a static electric field to prevent particles from escaping along
the axis. For a well-defined particle motion the electric potential needs to
be harmonic.

Single Particle Motion in a Penning Trap

The motion performed by a single particle in a Penning trap, has been
discussed extensively in Refs. [53–55], and here only a brief summary in the
semi-classical treatment is presented. Trapping of charged particles in the
idealized Penning trap is achieved by a uniform magnetic field 	B = B0 	ez

along the z axis in addition to an electrostatic quadrupole potential of the
form:

φ(x, y, z) = A0

(
2z2 − x2 − y2

)
. (2.5)

Here A0 is a parameter which represents the strength of the potential; in
Sec. 3.4 it is identified with real experimental parameters. The equation of
motion of a charged particle with charge q and mass M , at a point 	r =
(x, y, z) in space, is given by:

M	̈r = q
(
−	∇φ(	r) + 	̇r × 	B

)
, (2.6)

and its general solutions for the Cartesian components are

x(t) = r−cos(ω−t + θ−) + r+cos(ω+t + θ+), (2.7a)

y(t) = −r−sin(ω−t + θ−) − r+cos(ω+t + θ+), (2.7b)

z(t) = rzcos(ωzt + θz). (2.7c)

Only the absolute values of q, A0 and B0 are important; when consider-
ing positive or negative charges, the correct sign of each value has to be
assigned. The amplitudes for the so-called magnetron motion r−, the modi-
fied cyclotron motion r+ and the axial motion rz are defined to be ≥ 0, and
the corresponding phases (θ+,θ−,θz) are fixed by the initial conditions at
time t = 0. The characteristic frequencies are the magnetron ω−, modified
cyclotron ω+ and the axial frequency ωz, which are defined as:

ω± =
ωc

2
±
√

ω2
c

4
− ω2

z

2
, (2.8a)
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species ωc/(2π) ω−/(2π) ωz/(2π)

electrons 140 GHz 2 kHz 26 MHz
neg. osmium 400 kHz 2 kHz 44 kHz

Table 2.1: Calculated trapping frequencies for electrons and negative osmium
ions, resulting from a trapping depth of A0 = 15.3 V/cm2 and a mag-
netic field strength of B0 = 5 T.

xy plane

ion 
trajectory

rm

rc

Bz

Fig. 2.9: Illustration of the ion orbit in a Penning trap, projected onto the xy
plane. The magnetic field points into the drawing plane and the electric
charge of the assumed particle is negative.

ωz =

√
4qA0

M
. (2.8b)

Here ωc is the true cyclotron frequency and is given by

ωc =
qB0

M
. (2.9)

These solutions assume the condition ω2
c > 2ω2

z , since otherwise the ion
motion is unstable. In Table 2.1 typical experimental values are listed for
electrons and the negative osmium ions, resulting from a trapping depth of
A0 = 15.3 V/cm2 and a magnetic field strength of B0 = 5 T. To summarize,
the ion moves in a simple harmonic motion along the z axis and a superpo-
sition of two circular motions in the x and y direction. A typical orbit in
the xy plane is drawn as an illustration in Fig. 2.9, here r− > r+ and, as
expected for large magnetic fields, ω− � ω+. In this parameter range the
magnetron motion can be understood as an 	E × 	B drift of the center of the
cyclotron motion around the trap axis.
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The total energy E of the ion is a constant of the motion:

E = Ekin + Epot =
1
2
Mr2

zω
2
z + MΩ(ω+r2

+ − ω−r2
−), (2.10)

where the parameter Ω is given by

Ω =
1
2
(ω+ − ω−). (2.11)

In spectroscopy experiments, the reduction of the kinetic energy is of pri-
mary interest, since this will reduce the shift and broadening of transition
lines. In this context it is useful to write down the mean kinetic energy in
each mode:

〈Ekin,-〉 =
1
2
Mr2

- ω
2
- (2.12a)

〈Ekin,+〉 =
1
2
Mr2

+ω2
+ (2.12b)

〈Ekin,z〉 =
1
4
Mr2

zω
2
z (2.12c)

Thus, to reduce the Doppler width, the mode radii r−, r+ and rz must be
decreased. However, due to the negative potential energy of the magnetron
motion, a decrease of r− leads to an increase in the total magnetron energy.
As a consequence the magnetron orbit is unstable toward an increase of r−
if the ion is perturbed, like in a collision with residual-gas atoms in the
trap region. However, ion manipulation techniques are available which can
prevent this effect.

Ion Clouds – Independent-Particle Model

In the independent-particle model the number of particles is low, the ions
can be treated as non-interacting particles. Thus all assumptions concerning
the ion motion in the single-particle regime hold and can be applied to each
ion individually. Assuming that the energy is Boltzmann distributed, the
ion population is given by:

nz

n0
= exp

(
−〈Ekin〉

kBT

)
. (2.13)

Inserting here the results from Eqs. (2.12a)–(2.12c), we find that all ion radii
r−, r+ and rz follow a Gaussian distribution. The same is not true in the
regime of interacting particles.
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Ion Clouds – Interacting-Particle Model

In contrast to the previous model, in the interacting-particle model the
particle–particle interaction has to be taken into account. One consequence
can be seen in the magnetron frequency, as it is essentially independent
of the ion charge, mass or position, since the electric field is linear in the
radial direction. However, in the interacting-particle regime the effective
electric field experienced by the ions, resulting from space charge, becomes
non-linear in the radial direction and the frequency in turn becomes position-
dependent. This leads to a broad distribution of magnetron frequencies and
implies that the charge density is not uniform in the xy plane.

A line broadening of the cyclotron resonances is caused by frequent col-
lisions of individual ions in the trap.1 Inhomogeneities in the magnetic field
can cause additional resonance line broadening. This can directly be seen
from Eq. (2.9), when setting B0 = B0(x, y). In a real Penning trap this
of course might be the case to a certain degree, depending on the chosen
materials, the quality of the magnet, and the mechanical alignment.

For the axial motion, space charge effects play a crucial role, since these
effects change the effective potential for the magnetron motion, as mentioned
above. But the change in the axial resonance frequency can be described
more quantitatively using the results from [56, 57]. Here the space-charge-
shifted axial frequency is given by:

ω2
z,sc = ω2

z − ω2
p

3
. (2.14)

In this expression

ωp =

√
nq2

Mε0
(2.15)

denotes the so-called plasma frequency. Furthermore n is the particle density
of the ion cloud, assumed to be homogeneous for simplicity. The factor 3
in Eq. (2.14) accounts for the geometry of the particle cloud. If the ion
cloud is assumed to be an ellipsoid, the factor can be smaller (prolate) or
larger (oblate). This change in axial frequency directly influences also the
magnetron and modified cyclotron motion, since they are connected to ωz

via Eq. (2.8a).

Plasma Behavior of Ion Clouds

A non-neutral plasma is defined as a dense and/or cold particle ensemble, in
which the cloud dimensions are large compared to the corresponding Debye

1 Note: That is explicitly not the cause of the broadening in the magnetron frequency,
since in this mode the ion cloud rotates around the same center and therefore different
volume elements do not collide.
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Fig. 2.10: Illustration of an ion cloud in the plasma regime. The magnetic field
lines determine the symmetry axis in this non-neutral plasma with α =
10.

length

λD =

√
ε0kBT

nq2
. (2.16)

For instance, in laser cooled 9Be+ clouds the ions have been found to be in
the plasma regime [58] and the study of this plasma in thermal equilibrium
has shown that the shape of the trapped cloud is that of a uniformly charged
spheroid, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The plasma frequency ωp of the cloud
is fixed via the aspect ratio α = b/a of the plasma, where 2b is the axial
length and 2a is the diameter of the cloud (see Fig. 2.10).

If the plasma is in thermal equilibrium it can be excited to oscillatory
modes. A theoretical description of these characteristic modes are presented
in Refs. [59, 60]. In this theoretical description the plasma has a spheroidal
shape and its oscillating motions are functions of the associated Legendre
polynomials P l

m and Ql
m, where l and m are integers. All possible plasma

modes of oscillation are uniquely determined by the two parameters (l, m). A
measurement of the corresponding frequencies of the two lowest order modes
provides a powerful tool for non-destructive diagnostics of the plasma [61],
since the frequency is a function of the density and the shape of the the
cloud.

In the dipole mode (1, 0) the plasma shape remains unchanged, but the
center of mass performs an axial motion as in the case of a single ion.
The dipole (1, 0) frequency ω1 is equal to the axial frequency ωz defined in
Eq. (2.8b). However, the plasma density and shape are related through the
following equation

ω2
1

ω2
p

=
1

α2 − 1
Q0

1

(
α/
√

α2 − 1
)

, (2.17)

where the plasma frequency ωp in turn is directly related to the plasma
density n, cf. Eq. (2.15).
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When the plasma is excited to the quadrupole (2, 0) mode, it remains
spheroidal but the aspect ratio α oscillates in time. The corresponding
frequency ω2 for a strongly magnetized plasma2 is linked to other plasma
characteristics [62]. When measuring the (2, 0) mode frequency for two
different temperatures Th > Tc, it is possible to determine the temperature
difference ΔT = Th − Tc from the two corresponding frequencies ω2,h and
ω2,c. A temperature change of the plasma manifests itself as an upward
shift of the quadrupole mode frequency and is described by the model from
Ref. [60]:

kBΔT =
Mb2

5
(
ω2

2,h − ω2
2,c

)(
3 − ω2

pα
2

2ω2
2,c

d2f(α)
dα2

)−1

, (2.18)

where

f(α) =
2Q0

1

(
α/

√
α2 − 1

)
α2 − 1

. (2.19)

This shows that the temperature variation depends on the density via ωp, the
aspect ratio α, and also on the plasma dimension b. Therefore, in order to
monitor the temperature of the plasma, not only a frequency measurement
is required, but also the plasma length must be determined, as described in
detail in Ref. [62].

In the experiments presented in this thesis, the dipole (1, 0) and quad-
rupole (2, 0) modes of an electron plasma are excited, their frequencies are
monitored and are used for diagnostics very similar to the ones used in the
ATHENA apparatus [62].

2.2.2 Sympathetic Cooling

Laser cooling is a universal tool for preparing a cold ensemble of atoms or
ions. Its major limitation is that the atomic system to be cooled must have
an appropriate cooling transition. This requirement restricts the number
of neutral atoms and positive ions that can be laser-cooled. With negative
ions even more severe restrictions come into play. First of all, Os− is the
only atomic anion known to exhibit an electric dipole transition, a property
which might be exploited for laser cooling. But the fact that the relevant
excited state is very weakly bound, cf. Sec. 2.1.2, leads to further challenges
because the ions in the excited state are easily neutralized, as described in
Sec. 2.1.3. However, the detachment probability is strongly reduced when
the ions are trapped at temperatures well below room temperature. The
method proposed to achieve pre-cooling employs so-called sympathetic cool-
ing. A schematic drawing in Fig. 2.11 illustrates the collisional cooling of
one species by another actively cooled species. Its underlying principle is

2 The plasma is in the strongly magnetized regime if ωc � ωp.
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Fig. 2.11: Illustration of the sympathetic cooling technique in a Penning trap.
Here the cold and dense species is trapped in the center and the hot
species collides axially with the cold one and thereby cools down.

to make use of the Coulomb interaction in order to confer long-term con-
finement, high density and low temperature on any ion (i.e., Os−) with an
actively cooled ion species (i.e., electrons). Indeed, sympathetic cooling is
applicable to any ion species and can be used in any type of trap. How-
ever, the oscillating fields of a Paul trap prevent the cooling of a light ion
species with a heavy ion species. A Penning trap does not suffer from this
restriction.

A first experimental realization of sympathetic cooling of 198Hg+ ions
with laser-cooled 9Be+ ions was achieved in 1986 [63]. Today, electrons or
positrons are used to cool antiprotons to cryogenic temperatures in Pen-
ning traps [10, 11], and electrons are also used to increase the phase space
density of ion beams in storage rings [64, 65]. The review article [66] gives
a broad introduction into the field of electron cooling, a special variant of
sympathetic cooling.

Estimation of Expected Cooling Times

For the calculation of cooling (relaxation) times of Os− ions in a Penning
trap we consider a model described in [67]. In this particular model, the
resulting cooling power is independent of the sign of charge of the colliding
particles. In a more recent theoretical model of the electron cooling mecha-
nism, however, one finds that for different signs of charge of the interacting
ion species the relaxation times can vary significantly [68]. Nevertheless, in
the context of this thesis, only an estimate using the first approach is carried
out which yields an upper limit on the expected relaxation time.

Let us (first) consider a Penning trap which simultaneously holds a cloud
of Os− and e−, where the electrons are at a temperature Te and a density
ne. The trapping of Ne ≈ 108 at a density of ne ≈ 108 cm−3 is routinely
achieved. The temperature of the electrons is maintained near the surround-
ing (trap) temperature by emission of synchrotron radiation due to the high
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acceleration in the cyclotron motion. Therefore, after the injection of hot
electrons into the trap, they rapidly cool down to Te with a time constant
of [69]:

τe = 3πε0
M3

e c3

e4B2
≈ 4

B2
[s T2]. (2.20)

This result shows that for a mass of 192 amu the radiation cooling would
take 6×1016 times longer than for electrons3 and would be not applicable in
any experimental condition. In a next step, NOs = 103...105 hot (kBTOs ≥
2.5 keV) osmium ions are injected into the trap and collide in the axial
direction with the cold and dense electron plasma. Now, the electrons in turn
are heated by the ions but are constantly cooled via synchrotron radiation.
The relaxation time constant for equilibration of the two temperatures in
the two-component plasma can be written as [67]:

τrel =
3MeMOsc

3

8
√

2πnee4ln(Λ)

(
kBTOs

MOsc2
+

kBTe

Mec2

)3/2

. (2.21)

Here Λ is the ratio of the Debye length to the minimum impact parameter
of the individual collisions and is given by:

Λ = 4π

(
kB

e2

)3/2√Te

ne

(
Te +

Me

MOs
TOs + 2

√
Me

MOs
TeTOs

)
. (2.22)

In order to study the time evolution of the ion and electron temperatures
the following system of rate equations is established:

dTOs(t)
dt

= − 1
τrel(t)

[TOs(t) − Te(t)] , (2.23a)

dTe(t)
dt

=
NOs

Ne

1
τrel(t)

[TOs(t) − Te(t)] − 1
τe

[Te(t) − Ttrap] . (2.23b)

It describes the process of thermalization and also takes into account that
while the ions are cooled, the electrons are heated at the same rate. The
numerical evaluation of these rate equations yields the graphs shown in
Fig. 2.12. The upper graphs show the evolution of the osmium ions, whereas
the lower graphs indicate the change in electron temperature. For these eval-
uations a magnetic field of 5 T and an initial beam energy of the osmium ions
of 2.5 keV is assumed. Furthermore the surrounding temperature is assumed
to be4 ≈ 65 K, corresponding to an initial electron energy of 5.6 meV.

The graphs reveal the strong dependence of the cooling time on the
number of osmium ions with respect to the number of electrons, and the
electron density. Also, note that a variation of the magnetic field has a

3 Assuming a magnetic field of B = 4 T, the cooling time for electrons is ≈ 1 s.
4 For more details on the trap temperature see Sec.3.4.
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Fig. 2.12: Calculated time evolution of the Os− and e− energies for for different
ion numbers as a function of electron number and density: NOs =
103 (blue/dashed), 104 (black/solid) and 105 (red/dotted). The initial
ion energy is 2.5 keV and the initial electron energy is 5.6 meV.

strong impact on the relaxation times, as it changes the electron cooling
time, cf. Eq. (2.20). These results indicate that the expected sympathetic
cooling time is of the order of a few tens of seconds for realistic experimental
parameters.

A potential difficulty in the application of this pre-cooling technique in
the trap might be the centrifugal separation of the electrons and the heavy
ions, thereby reducing the spatial overlap of the two species. In a Penning
trap both species rotate at the same magnetron frequency, which depends
on the trap potentials, magnetic field and space charge effects. It has been
noted that in equilibrium a separation occurs as long as the difference in the
centrifugal potentials (M1 − M2)ω2−r2− is larger than their thermal energy
kBT [70]. The only direct observation of such separation was reported in
the system of laser cooled Be+ and Hg+ [63], but cooling was nevertheless
achieved. Furthermore the results from ATHENA and ATRAP concerning
the cooling of antiprotons with electrons show the successful use of that
method [10, 11]. It has to be noted that only the axial motion of the hot
species is cooled via this technique. In order to cool the radial motions as
well, a coupling of the cyclotron motion to the axial motion is required. To
a certain degree this is already the case for particles trapped in a non-ideal
Penning trap, with a slight misalignment between the magnetic and electric
fields. At magnetic field magnitudes of a few Tesla, this might be sufficient
to ensure cooling of the radial motions.
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ion absorbs photon 
and is slowed

laser is red detuned

laser p p - ∆p
ion
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Fig. 2.13: Illustration of the laser cooling principle in three steps. The atom or
ion absorbs a photon and is slowed down. Followed by spontaneous
emission in a random direction. On average the ion is slowed down
(cooled).

2.2.3 Laser Cooling

The first laser cooling of positive ions was achieved in 1978 [71, 72]. Until
now, three different atomic ion species have been laser-cooled in a Penning
trap: Mg+, Be+ and more recently Ca+ [71–73]. This limited number of
ion species cooled in a Penning trap is owed to the complex level structure
resulting from the Zeeman splitting in magnetic fields. This results in nu-
merous possible decay channels which must be repumped to ensure a closed
cooling transition, requiring several laser systems. In case of negative ions,
further challenges arise due to the higher photo-detachment rate.

Principle of laser cooling

The basic principle of laser cooling involves the absorption and subsequent
spontaneous emission of photons, leading to a light force as illustrated in
Fig. 2.13. This force is velocity-dependent due to the Doppler effect: atoms
moving in the opposite direction of a red-detuned laser beam will scatter
photons at a higher rate than those moving in the same direction.

Considering an atomic two level system with an excitation energy �ω0.
Now, an ideally monochromatic laser field (photon energy: �ωlas), traveling
in the z direction, acts on that system. The light resonantly excites the atom
if the atomic velocity component vz causes a Doppler shift that matches the
detuning of the laser:

vz =
ωlas − ω0

kz
, (2.24)

where kz = ωlas/c is the wave number of the light. Since the atom ab-
sorbs the energy �ωlas from the laser field, it also experiences a recoil due
to momentum conservation. Hence the particle momentum changes by
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Δpph = �kz in the direction of the light. When the atom decays via a
spontaneous emission, the direction of the outgoing photon is independent
of the direction of the initial laser field, and the recoil momentum occurs in a
random direction. On average, the momentum transfer due to spontaneous
emission is zero, and the atom experiences an overall momentum transfer of
Δpph, leading to a velocity change of

Δvz =
�kz

M
. (2.25)

But since the spontaneous emission causes the atom to recoil in random
directions, these recoil kicks lead to a random walk in momentum space.
And fundamentally,a lower limit on the temperature achievable using this
method is set by the recoil energy

Erecoil =
(�k)2

2M
. (2.26)

More detailed considerations on the theoretical cooling limit yield to the
following temperature limit [74–76]:

Tlimit =
�Γnat

2kB
(2.27)

where Γnat denotes the natural radiative line width of the cooling resonance.
This key result is the Doppler cooling limit and is only valid for a laser
detuning of δ = Γnat/2.

Since the laser bandwidth is finite (Γlas > 0), it cannot be neglected
when the absorption line width Γres is of the same order of magnitude,
cf. Fig. 2.14. Starting with a hot ensemble of atoms or ions – when the
absorption line is broad Γres � Γlas – the laser width can be neglected and
red-detuned, resulting in cooling (see upper graph in Fig. 2.14). Cooling
is most effective when the laser light is detuned by δ = Γres/2 [77]. As
the absorption line gets narrower (reduction of Doppler width), the position
of the central laser frequency must be adjusted for optimal cooling (see
lower graph in Fig. 2.14). Finally, part of the laser light is blue-detuned
resulting in a small heating effect, but cooling is still dominant. Evidently,
the achievable temperature is limited by the finite laser bandwidth, and the
final temperature can be estimated by replacing Γnat by Γlas in Eq. (2.27).

In order to cool an atom or ion from a temperature Th to a temperatures
Tc < Th, a number

Nph =
p(Th) − p(Tc)

Δpph
(2.28)

of photons must be emitted via spontaneous emission. Considering the
natural linewidth of the cooling transition, an estimate on the total cooling
time is given by:

tcool =
4πNph

Γnat
. (2.29)
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This result leads to additional concerns for successful laser cooling. Because
only spontaneous emission contributes to cooling, the laser intensity must
be kept as low as possible to avoid decay via stimulated emission.

Laser Cooling in Ion Traps

Laser cooling applied in an ion trap is to some extent different than the cool-
ing of freely moving particles. The ion motion in a radio frequency (RF)
trap can be approximated as a superposition of three harmonic oscillations
along three orthogonal axes. Laser cooling in such traps leads to a tight
confinement in all three dimensions. In contrast, ions in a Penning trap
perform the superposition of two circular motions in the radial plane, cf.
Sec. 2.2.1. As a result, laser cooling is less straightforward in this system
and the confinement in the radial plane may be poor [75]. In addition, the
energy levels of atomic ions display strong Zeeman splitting when confined
in the high magnetic field of a Penning trap, thus requiring a more compli-
cated laser system compared with having the same ion species confined in
a RF trap. However, better control over the radial motion can be achieved
by the axialization technique [78], or the rotating-wall technique suitable for
an ion cloud/plasma [79]. The latter has been demonstrated in conjunction
with laser cooling [80], thereby overcoming one of the disadvantages of a
Penning trap. Furthermore confinement in a Penning trap is provided by
the homogeneous magnetic field together with moderate static voltages ap-
plied to the electrodes (few tens of volts) and the use of static fields avoids
the heating of the ions due to oscillating fields. In addition, the electrode
structure can be larger than in RF traps while maintaining the confinement
strength. Other heating effects, such as patch potentials on the mechanical
surfaces, are also alleviated in larger traps.

Independently from the type of trap used, laser cooling of confined par-
ticles can imply further characteristics. Assuming that the trapped particle
is moving longitudinal to the laser beam in an one dimensional harmonic
potential of the form

φ(r) =
1
2
Mω2

trapr
2, (2.30)

where ωtrap is the angular frequency of oscillation and r is the position of
the particle in the trap. When considering classical motion, the velocity of
the trapped particle is given by v(t) = v0 cos (ωt). In comparison with the
spontaneous transition rate Γnat, there are two limiting cases: (1) ωtrap �
Γnat is called the heavy-particle limit and (2) ωtrap ≥ Γnat is called the
fast-particle limit.

In the first case, for a constant laser detuning δ = ωlas − ω0, the laser
cooling process takes place at almost constant velocity and constant position.
Here the particle exchanges one or several recoil momenta with the laser field
every time it crosses the resonance velocity expressed by Eq. (2.24), and the
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situation is similar to the one of a freely moving particle.
In the second limiting case ωtrap ≥ Γnat, the particle motion is fast,

and the spontaneous emission occurs over an extended part of the ion’s
trajectory. The rest frame resonance frequency ω0 seems to be modulated
by the Doppler shift kv(t). As a result, sidebands on either side of the
resonance frequency appear. The relative strength of the lth sideband is
given by |Jl (kv0/ωtrap)|2, where Jl is the Bessel function and ωtrap is the
distance between two sidebands, cf. Fig. 2.15. In this case, cooling can be
achieved by tuning the laser frequency to a red sideband, below the carrier
resonance. This cooling principle is called sideband cooling.



3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The UNIC apparatus is installed at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear
Physics (MPIK) in Heidelberg, Germany. Its construction and assembly
started in August 2007. The apparatus consists of an ion source including
a mass separation unit, a laser system, a spectrometer for in-beam laser
spectroscopy, and a cylindrical Penning trap. In the following, all of these
components are presented in detail.

3.1 Ion Source and Mass Separation

There are several experimental techniques available which allow the produc-
tion of negative ions. The three main methods are [81]:

1. Charge exchange of a positive ion beam in a gas or metal vapor;

2. Extraction of negative ions out of a Penning-type or plasma source;
and

3. Sputtering from a cesium covered surface.

Due to the high melting point of osmium (≈ 3300 K) it is most convenient
to use the third method for the production of negative ions of this element.

In our experimental setup the negative osmium ions are produced with
a Middleton-type sputter negative-ion source [82]. The working principle is
illustrated in a cross-sectional view in Fig. 3.1. A water cooled-cathode con-
tains the target material, in this case osmium powder, which is compressed
into a cartridge and later screwed onto a supporting rod. A constant flux of
cesium vapor is delivered from a heated reservoir within the source cham-
ber. The cesium fulfills three distinct tasks in the negative ion production
mechanism [83]. First, part of the vapor condensates on top of the target
material and covers its surface with roughly half a mono-atomic layer. This
coverage lowers the effective work function of the surface and thereby en-
hances the extraction efficiency for atoms out of the bulk. Secondly, some
cesium atoms are ionized in the ionizer and accelerated toward the target
by a voltage of typically Ucath ≈ 1.7 kV. The energy deposited by the im-
pacting cesium ions enables atoms from the target material to exit the bulk.
Some of these atoms, typically less than 10%, can bind an electron from the
neutral cesium layer, which constitutes the third task of the cesium.
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Fig. 3.1: Sketch of the Middleton-type sputter negative-ion source (MISS) in a
cross-sectional view, illustrating its working principle.

The resulting negative ions are accelerated by a voltage applied to the
extraction aperture to form an ion beam whose energy can be tuned in the
range of E = 1.0...6.5 keV. Figure 3.2 shows the ion beam optics and mass
separation unit for preparing an isotopically pure beam for further use. The
einzel lens and the first electrostatic quadruple triplet shape the ion beam
and guide it into the mass-separating magnet. In the first diagnostic unit a
Faraday cup and a scintillator crystal can be moved in and out of the beam
axis. With the Faraday cup the total ion beam current is recorded, and the
source parameters can be optimized by maximizing the ion current. The
scintillator crystal allows a rough monitoring of the ion beam shape. With
these tools the focusing into the mass-separating magnet is checked. The
mass separation itself is done in the dipole magnet (R = 500 mm) with a
typical resolving power of 180. The magnet focuses the ions into the second
diagnostic unit, where a second Faraday cup records the mass spectrum as
a function of the applied magnetic field. A typical result of such a scan is
shown in the inset of Fig. 3.2. After mass separation, the ion beam consists
of over 90% of the desired osmium isotope. In the case of 192Os−, an ion
current of 50 nA is delivered for further use, including only low levels of
impurities of 190OsH− and 192OsH−. The next beam line component is
another electrostatic quadrupole triplet, which is used to optimize the beam
transmission through the next components, i.e., the electrostatic bender,
the Penning trap and/or the spectrometer section. For a more detailed
description of the ion source and the ion-optical setup the reader is referred
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to the diploma thesis of Jan Meier [84].

3.2 Laser System

In order to perform high-resolution laser spectroscopy on the negative os-
mium, a narrow-bandwidth laser in the near infrared (λ ≈ 1163 nm) is
required. For this spectral region, commercial offerings of suitable laser
systems are scarce, and the choice fell to a continuous-wave optical para-
metric oscillator (cw-OPO) system custom-built by Xiton Photonics for this
experiment. In Fig. 3.3 a scheme of the cw-OPO is shown.

The OPO is pumped by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Verdi V5
Coherent Inc.) with a maximum output power of 5 W. The pump beam
at 532 nm wavelength is focused into the periodically poled lithium niobate
crystal (PPLN) which is embedded in a bow-tie cavity. The optical amplifi-
cation yields a signal wave at 980 nm and an idler wave at 1163 nm, fulfilling
the quasi-phase-matching condition. In the resonator the idler wave oscil-
lates and supports self-amplification, allowing for the extraction of roughly
4% of the idler beam. For a more stable performance of the system a rotat-
able etalon is introduced into the resonator – to prevent sudden resonator
mode hops by a further reduction of permitted modes. The extracted laser
beam has a bandwidth of Γlas ≤ 5 MHz, as determined with a Fabry-Pérot
interferometer, and at a pumping power of 2 W roughly 200 mW of infrared
narrow-bandwidth light are provided.
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Fig. 3.3: Schematic view of the cw-OPO system

In order to tune the idler wavelength to a desired value, three distinct
parameters must be adjusted:

1. Crystal temperature; a change in temperature shifts the gain profile
of the optical amplification in the crystal (coarse tuning in the THz
range);

2. Etalon angle; tilting the etalon results in a change of its transmission
spectrum (tuning in the range of tens of GHz);

3. Resonator length; a change in length modifies the transmission spec-
trum of the resonator (fine tuning in the MHz range).

By iteratively optimizing these three parameters, it is possible to continu-
ously change the wavelength in the range of 1140 nm to 1200 nm. There
are only a few inaccessible regions in the emission spectrum, which cannot
be reached by any combination of parameters. This phenomenon is not yet
fully understood and currently under investigation [85].

A small fraction of the extracted laser light is guided into a wavemeter
(HighFinesse Ultimate WSU-30 IR-PID), which determines and stabilizes
the wavelength via a feedback loop with the OPO resonator. The wavemeter
is calibrated with a stabilized diode laser. In turn the calibration laser is
locked to the D2 line in 6Li (wavelength 670.977338 nm) via Doppler-free
spectroscopy [86]. The absolute accuracy of 30 MHz of the wavemeter limits
the final uncertainty of each absolute frequency measurement. Figure 3.4
shows a scan of the etalon angle at a fixed crystal temperature and fixed
resonator length, resulting in a frequency sweep of 200 GHz.
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Fig. 3.4: Change in frequency of the idler wave as a function of the etalon angle
at a fixed crystal temperature and fixed resonator length.

3.3 Spectrometer for In-Beam Laser Spectroscopy

Since the Os− ion current and excitation cross-section were expected to be
quite low, a suitable detection scheme for excited ions was required. A com-
mon technique for (positive) ion beam spectroscopy is the detection of flu-
orescence light. However, the long lifetime of the excited state with respect
to reasonable observation times in an ion beam ruled out that method. In
negative-ion experiments it is common to conduct photo-detachment studies
to determine binding energies and to detect above-threshold resonances [28].
In the previous experiment on the negative osmium ion, it was also possible
to detect a resonance below threshold, but with a two-step process [44]. As
a first step, the ion was resonantly excited from the ground to the excited
state. As a second step, another laser photon brought the valence electron
from the excited state into the continuum. In order to achieve reasonable
count rates for this subsequent two-photon process, a high-intensity laser
source would be required. In [44] a pulsed laser system was used, which
delivered 8 ns long pulses with a pulse energy of up to 3 mJ. Conversely,
for precision spectroscopy a narrow-bandwidth and hence a continuous-wave
laser is mandatory, limiting available intensities to a few hundred mW. For
this reason it was decided to combine two existing experimental techniques
to create a more efficient detection scheme: resonant laser excitation fol-
lowed by electric-field detachment of the excited state, rendering the photo-
detachment process obsolete. The technique of electric-field detachment was
first conceived almost 50 years ago [87] and is still used for the detection of
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negative ions or Rydberg atoms. For a successful detachment by an electric
field, field strengths of ≈ 106 Vm−1 are necessary, cf. Sec. 2.1.3. Another
important issue is the adequate separation of neutral particles from the re-
maining ions.

The spectroscopy section was designed to meet all of these requirements.
It consists of a set of ionizing diaphragms (to promote the field-detachment),
a deflector, a microchannel plate detector (MCP) and a Faraday cup. A
cross-sectional schematic diagram of the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3.5.
In the ionizer the ion beam passes a longitudinal electric field. It is assembled
as a sandwich of three electrically isolated stainless-steel apertures. Each
has a diameter of 7.5 mm and is covered by a copper mesh. Together, all
three layers have a transparency of roughly 70%. While the two outer aper-
tures are grounded, the central aperature can be set from 0 up to ±6.5 kV,
creating a maximum electric field of ≈ 2×106 Vm−1. The deflector consists
of two parallel stainless-steel plates, while the shorter plate is grounded and
its short length provides a pathway for the ions into the Faraday cup, as
the longer plate is biased from 0 to 6.5 kV to produce an electric field per-
pendicular to the beam axis. During the ion-optical optimization procedure
the appropriate deflection voltage is found by maximizing the ion current on
the Faraday cup, which is very sensitive to the beam energy. In addition to
the ion-optical optimization, the Faraday cup is used to monitor and record
possible ion current fluctuations throughout each measurement. The MCP
in the forward direction detects and counts the number of neutral particles.
The detection efficiency is roughly 40% for a single neutral particle with an
energy of a few keV [88].

The spectroscope was commissioned, installed and first successfully used
for the measurements of the bound–bound transition in 192Os− described in
Chap. 4. Furthermore its high overall sensitivity enabled the measurements
of the corresponding transitions in high magnetic fields reported in Chap. 5.
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3.4 Penning Trap

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1 several different types of ion traps are commonly
used in experiments ranging from atomic to nuclear to particle physics. For
the UNIC experiment the choice fell to a cylindrical Penning trap, in order to
fulfill the requirements dictated by the projected physical and experimental
restrictions:

1. Capturing ions with an initial kinetic energy of a few keV as well as
electrons of some tens of eV;

2. Allowing for electron and heavy-ion diagnostics and manipulations;

3. Providing a radial laser beam access to the central trap region; and

4. Achieving a trap temperature for the ions of well below 300 K.

The importance of each individual requirement becomes obvious when re-
calling the intermediate steps necessary for accomplishing the UNIC project.
The first, second and fourth requirement result from the planned pre-cooling
of negative ions to cryogenic temperatures via collisional cooling with cold
electrons, cf. Sec. 2.2.2. For the subsequent fluorescence spectroscopy of
trapped negative ions and the final laser cooling procedure, the third re-
quirement needs to be fulfilled. Of course, compromises had to be made in
order to meet not only physical and experimental but also mechanical and
constructive constraints.

In order to guarantee a large acceptance of ions, a cylindrical Pen-
ning trap with a large diameter was chosen. All 13 electrodes are made
of gold-plated aluminum to minimize stray potentials and thereby enhance
the achievable storage times in the trap. A sketch of the ion trap is shown in
Fig. 3.6. The final design includes two high voltage end caps (up to ±5 kV
DC). Both can be switched from 0 to 3 kV within 100 ns in order to trap and
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dimension Vi/V0 |Vmax|
(mm) (kV)

inner trap radius (rtrap) 16 – –

ring electrode (T2-T5) 17.9 1.00 0.1
1st correction (S3 & T6) 12.2 0.83 0.1
2nd correction (S2 & T7) 6.1 0.34 0.1
1st part end cap (T1 & S4) 31.0 0.00 0.1
2nd part end cap (S1 & S5) 31.0 0.00 0.1

1st stopping electrode (SHV2 & SHV3) 38.0 – 1.0
2nd stopping electrode (SHV1 & SHV4) 30.0 – 5.0

Table 3.1: Design values for trap dimensions and voltages. The electrode labels
are those defined by the drawing in Fig. 3.6

eject an ion bunch. These switching times are possible with a commercially
available solid state switch (Behlke GHTS 30 A). A second set of stopping
electrodes is included in the trap setup and can be set from 0 up to ±1 kV.
The inner electrodes can be separately biased (−100...100 V) to shape a
desired trapping well. Since a well defined harmonic potential is mandatory
for a precise plasma manipulation and diagnostics (see Sec. 2.2.1) the central
trap region is carefully designed following the suggestions given in Ref. [89].
In that paper, the precise electrode lengths and the voltages required for
production of a central harmonic potential are given. In our setup it was
decided to use two correction electrodes and one split end cap on each side
of the central ring electrode, resulting in eleven electrodes for the inner po-
tential. The final design values for the lengths and appropriate voltages are
listed in Table 3.1.

Prior to the final mechanical design of all elements the electrical potential
on axis was simulated and the result is plotted in Fig. 3.7. In order to
verify the quality of the harmonic potential, it was analyzed in terms of a
polynomial expansion:

V (z) ≈ V0

2

(
C2

d2
z2 +

C4

d4
z4 + ...

)
, (3.1)

where V0 denotes the trap depth (applied voltage difference between the end
cap and ring electrodes), d is a characteristic dimension of the trap and Ci

are expansion coefficients, cf. Eq. (2.5). Note that the coefficients of the
odd powers of z are all zero due to axial symmetry. In the inset of Fig. 3.7
a comparison of the simulated potential with the expansion is shown. By
setting the C2 coefficient to 1, a characteristic trap dimension of

d = 1.6 · rtrap, (3.2)
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is obtained, a result which will be of interest in Chap. 5. The octupole term,
as the first order correction of a pure quadrupole potential, contributes to
the potential with an expansion coefficient of C4 ≈ 0.1.

The ring electrode is additionally four-fold segmented and contains four
radial apertures with a diameter of 4.5 mm, of which two are used for the
laser beam access. The support structure for the electrodes also supports
two highly reflective mirrors (coated for a high reflectivity at 1160 nm),
which guide the laser beam radially through the central trapping region, cf.
Fig. 3.6.

The whole ion trap is mounted on a CF-flange via four stainless steel
tubes. This flange also contains all electrical feedthroughs for the elec-
trode connection and two temperature sensors installed close to the central
ring electrode. The trap is inserted into the superconducting solenoid from
the downstream side. The solenoid magnet (Cryogenic Ltd.) is a liquid-
cryogen-free superconducting magnet. Its cooling is provided by a cryocooler
(Sumitomo compressor CSW71C and cryocooler SRDK-415) which delivers
a cooling power of up to 1.5 W at 4 K and more than 27 W at its 40 K stage.
The initial cooling down from room temperature to the operating tempera-
ture takes roughly 21 hours. The specifications of the magnet are listed in
Table 3.2. A 3D illustration in Fig. 3.8 shows the trap inside the bore of the
magnet and also indicates the corresponding temperatures on the relevant
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magnet specification

coil length 300 mm
cold bore inner diameter 150 mm
max. magnetic field 6 T
max. operating current 95 A
inductance 20 H
homogeneity 10−4

persistent mode stability 2 · 10−5 h−1

Table 3.2: Specifications of the 6-T magnet. Note: The homogeneity is given in
a 20 mm diameter sphere volume (DSV) located in the center of the
magnet.

sites – all temperatures are monitored and recorded via a computer interface
at all times. The magnet shares its isolation vacuum with the experimental
vacuum and therefore it is possible to thermally connect the trap electrodes
to the cooling shield of the magnet, which has a temperature of ≈ 40 K.
The available cooling power allows for the additional heat load introduced
by the trap material, support structure, cabling and thermal radiation. In
this way the trap electrodes, connected to the cooling shield by four chopper
streaks (each 1 mm thick and 10 mm wide), are cooled down to Ttrap ≈ 65 K,
sufficient for the planned experiments.
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4. COLLINEAR LASER SPECTROSCOPY

The experiments reported in this chapter were conducted in a collinear con-
figuration. This has the following advantages:

• Increased interaction time with the ion beam, compared to a transverse
configuration. A longer interaction time of the ion beam with the laser
light, in contrast to a transverse setup. A long interaction time is
desired since the magnitude of the relevant cross-section for the laser
excitation is expected to be rather low [44].

• Reduction of Doppler broadening. The effect of velocity bunching,
which is a well-known advantage of collinear spectroscopy, reduces the
Doppler width of a transitions (see for example [90]) and thereby leads
to a more precise determination of the resonance frequency. For typical
operating parameters (ion temperature T ≈ 1500 K and acceleration
voltage 5 kV) a reduction of about a factor ten with respect to the
transverse case can be achieved.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The mass-separated ion beam is bent into the laser spectroscopy setup by
an electrostatic bender. The interaction region is delimited by the entrance
diaphragm (diameter 7.5 mm) and the ionizer (cf. Sec. 3.3). In the inter-
action region (length 520 mm), the laser beam, which is parallel to the ion
beam, is superposed on it before the ions enter the spectrometer section,
whose principle is described in Sec. 3.3. The MCP can be moved into and
out of the beam axis. In this way, the collimated laser beam (≈ 1 mm di-
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laser beam
cw OPO

wavemeter

feedback
loop

F-cupMCP

Os-
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CCD

camera
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Fig. 4.1: Sketch of the experimental setup for the collinear laser spectroscopy.
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ameter) can be projected through the entire spectrometer arm and aligned
with the help of a CCD camera (DAT-TaperCamD) behind the MCP.

First, the most abundant isotope (192Os) is investigated. The transi-
tion frequency of the 4F9/2 to 6DJe1 transition and the corresponding cross-
section are of particular interest. The main results of these measurements
have been previously published [91]. In Sec. 4.1 a more detailed account
of the high-resolution spectroscopy of 192Os− is given, especially concern-
ing the relevant systematic effects. Furthermore, the E1 transition of all
other naturally abundant isotopes was studied. The hyperfine splitting of
the odd-A isotopes is used to determine the total angular momentum 6DJe1

of the excited state (Sec. 4.2).

4.1 High-Precision Spectroscopy on 192Os−

4.1.1 Transition Frequency

During data taking for a precision measurement, the laser frequency is tuned
around the resonance in the shape of triangular scans. Typically a range of
100 to 200 MHz is scanned, while the number of neutralized negative osmium
ions is recorded. If an ion in the interaction zone is excited, it is detached
by the electric field of the ionizer. Furthermore the excited state may be
detached by other competing mechanisms as discussed in Sec. 2.1.3. In any
case the neutral atoms are detected by the MCP. Other contaminant ions,
e.g., 190OsH− or 192OsH−, are always guided in the direction of the Faraday
cup and can only contribute to a higher background level on the MCP. In
order to suppress this or other background events, a chopper is introduced
into the laser pathway, which is operated at a frequency of typically 250 Hz.
The data acquisition system records both the detector background, which
is measured when the laser light is blocked by the chopper wheel, and the
signal, when the laser light traverses the interaction region. In a later step
the background events are subtracted from the signal, resulting in an en-
hanced signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 4.2 shows a typical resonance spectrum
obtained at a beam energy of 5 keV. This spectrum clearly shows the en-
hancement due to the electric-field detachment process in the ionizer. The
width (FWHM) of the resonance peak Γres = 45 MHz is dominated by the
Doppler width of the negative ion beam, and its shape is compatible with
a Gaussian line profile except for an asymmetry at high frequencies, which
can be attributed to a corresponding asymmetry in the velocity distribution
of the ions. This systematic effect contributes an uncertainty of 5 MHz to
the determination of the central frequency.

Another systematic effect has to be considered in this experiment: In a
collinear setup with co-propagating beams all absorbed photon frequencies
are blue-shifted with respect to the rest frame of the atoms. Thus data
points at different beam energies are taken (see Fig. 4.3) to extract the rest
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frame resonance frequency from a fit to the data with the function for the
Doppler shift:

ν = ν0

√
c + v

c − v
, (4.1)

where the velocity v =
√

2(E + ΔE)/M is a function of the beam energy
(E + ΔE). In addition to the un-shifted transition frequency ν0, a constant
offset of the beam energy ΔE was introduced into the fit, in order to account
for a a possible offset in the energy. For this parameter a fit value of ΔE =
0.4(5) eV indicated that further consideration was not necessary. The overall
quality of the fit is demonstrated by the plotted residuals in Fig. 4.3(c).
The final result for the resonance frequency ν0 = 257.831190(35) THz is in
agreement with the previous experimental value of 257.8341(46) THz [44],
with a deviation of 0.6 σ.

4.1.2 Cross Section

For the determination of the excitation cross-section, it is useful to con-
sider the time evolution of the ground and excited state populations in the
laser field, as well as the evolution of the number of neutralized atoms. In
order to describe the combined processes of photo-excitation and electric-
field detachment of the excited state, while also taking into account the
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sequential two-photon detachment, a system of standard rate equations is
introduced [92]:

dNg(t)
dt

= −σ0φNg(t) + (σ0φ + τ−1
0 )Ne(t) (4.2a)

dNe(t)
dt

= σ0φNg(t) − [(σ0 + σd)φ + τ−1
0 + τ−1

loss]Ne(t) (4.2b)

dNd(t)
dt

= (σdφ + τ−1
loss)Ne(t), (4.2c)

where Ng and Ne are the ground and excited state (later field-detached)
populations and Nd is the number of detached atoms, respectively. The
parameter τ0 denotes the lifetime of the excited (6DJe1) state decaying to
the ground (4F9/2) state via spontaneous photon emission. The lifetime is
connected to the cross-section σ0 by the relation

τ = c2/(4π2σ0ν
2
0Γres). (4.3)

Furthermore, τloss denotes the lifetime of the excited state with respect to
all possible detachment processes other than absorption of a second laser
photon, and φ is the laser photon flux. In this model a possible decay into
the intermediate (J = 7/2 and 5/2) states is neglected because the partial
lifetimes, which scale as ν−3, are expected to be approximately 10 times
longer for those channels.

The set of differential equations (4.2a)–(4.2c) can be solved analytically.
In a next step, the populations Ne(t) and Nd(t) (where t = 0 at the time
the ions enter the laser field) are expressed as a function of the photon flux
φ. In addition, the photon flux is modeled to have a spatial Gaussian beam
profile, in line with the observations from the beam profile CCD camera. In
Fig. 4.4 the calculated time evolution of each state is presented for different
laser powers and therefore different laser intensities, while all other param-
eters are kept fixed. Here the black/solid line indicates the evolution of the
ground and the blue/dashed line that of the excited state population. The
red/dotted line represents the fraction of photo-detached ions, which are
already detached prior to the electric-field detachment in the ionizer. In the
following, it is assumed that the efficiency for detaching Os− in the 6DJe1

state in the electric-field ionizer is 100%. Finally, the total number of neu-
tralized particles Nneut(σ0, σd, τloss, N0, Plas) = Ne(t)+Nd(t) is a function of
the average laser power and has four independent parameters: The resonant
and non-resonant cross-sections σ0 and σd, the number of ions within the
overlap region N0 and the lifetime τloss. The latter was held fixed at the
estimated BBR detachment rate, which was calculated to be ≈ 10 ms for
a surrounding temperature of 300 K, cf. Sec. 2.1.3. The resulting cross-
sections σ0 and σd are unaffected by this additional detachment channel
even when allowing for detachment rates (1/τloss) up to about a factor of
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of neutral atoms (red/dotted) is displayed. The graphs are obtained
from the solution of the rate equations.

50 higher than estimated. It should be pointed out that in this analysis
a precise knowledge of the MCP detection efficiency is not necessary, pro-
vided it is constant during the course of the measurement. The function
Nneut is very sensitive to σ0, the main parameter of interest, and to N0, the
asymptotic value of Nneut at a high laser powers.

The measurements were conducted in the following way. The total num-
ber of neutralized atoms (detected on the MCP) was recorded for beam
energies ranging from 2.5 keV to 5.5 keV as a function of the laser intensity,
which was varied via a polarizing beam splitter from 0 to 160 mW without
changing other laser beam characteristics. Figure 4.5 shows a typical result
of such a measurement at a beam energy of E = 2.5 keV, along with a fit ac-
cording to the rate equation model (solid line). Ion-optical simulations with
SIMION

TM
have shown that the beam divergence between the diaphragms

is ≈ 1.5◦, effectively reducing the interaction volume by 30%, without any
other consequences for the parameteres obtained from the fit. The weighted
mean of 10 such measurements yields a final value of σ0 = 2.5(7)×10−15 cm2,
where the uncertainty includes a contribution which is equal in magnitude
to the beam divergence correction. Furthermore, great care was taken to
exclude other effects which could mimic the asymptotic behavior of the data.
In particular MCP saturaton cannot be ruled out completely and unfortu-
natly such an effect would make the cross-section appear larger than the true
value. The fit result does not constrain the photo-detachment cross-section
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the data according to Eqs. (4.2a)–(4.2c), which yields the cross-section
σ0 for the transition.

very well, and only a rough estimate of σd ≈ 10−17 cm2 was obtained, in
line with the expected value for a non-resonant process and the estimation
given in Ref. [44]. As pointed out above, the partial lifetime for decay into
the ground state by spontaneous emission can be deduced from the cross-
section via Eq. (4.3). In this way, using Γres = 45 MHz, which represents
the experimental width of the resonance, a value of τ0 = 3(1) ms is obtained
from the fit result for the value of σ0.

The corresponding Einstein A coefficient is ≈ 330 s−1, confirming that
the resonance is due to an electric-dipole transition, although the Einstein
coefficient is at the lower end of the scale for E1 transitions. This is however
not unusual for a spin-forbidden resonance. The measurements discussed
here indicate that the natural line width is even narrower than suggested
by the result of Bilodeau and Haugen, who found A ≈ 104 s−1 [44]. The
profound consequences of the results obtained in this section are discussed
in the summarizing Chap. 6, which is deals with the further prospects of
laser cooling.

4.2 Measurements on Other Isotopes of Os

Since two out of the seven naturally abundant isotopes, 187Os and 189Os,
have a non-vanishing nuclear spin, the presence of hyperfine structure (HFS)
is expected in the corresponding laser spectra. The HFS is of special interest
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isotope isotope mass natural measured frequency
(amu) abundance % ν0 (THz)

192Os− 191.9614807(27) 40.78(19) 257.831190(35)
190Os− 189.9584470(16) 26.26(2) 257.830296(35)
189Os− 188.9581475(16) 16.15(5) 257.829613(35)
188Os− 187.9558382(15) 13.24(8) 257.829282(35)
187Os− 186.9557505(15) 1.96(2) 257.828422(35)
186Os− 185.9538382(15) 1.59(3) 257.828068(35)
184Os− 183.9524891(14) 0.02(1) 257.826880(35)

Table 4.1: Complete list of all stable isotopes showing the masses [93], the nat-
ural abundances [94] and the measured resonance frequencies of the
investigated E1 transition (in the rest frame). For the odd isotopes
with non-vanishing nuclear spin the center-of-gravity of the hyperfine
splitting is given.

in the context of this project, as it contains valuable information about the
electronic level structure of the negative osmium ion and can thus reveal the
so far unknown total angular momentum Je1 of the excited state. Another
expected effect is the isotope shift (IS), which results from the finite mass
and the finite volume of the nucleus.

All measurements are carried out in the same way described in Sec. 4.1.1.
For each isotope the magnetic field of the mass separator is chosen such that
the ion current of the corresponding mass on the last Faraday-cup (at the end
of the spectrometer section, cf. Fig. 4.1) is maximal, while simultaneously
optimizing the other ion-optical devices. Only for 184Os− this procedure
turns out not to be applicable. Due to its low abundance of only 0.02%, it
is not possible to observe its presences in the ion mass-spectrum with this
setup (cf. the mass spectrum shown in the inset of Fig. 3.2). Hence the value
of the magnetic field is extrapolated from the heavier isotopes to A = 184,
thereby permitting a measurement of the laser spectrum of 184Os−.

Table 4.1 gives an overview of the masses of the relevant isotopes, their
naturally abundance and their determined center frequencies (in the rest
frame) for the 4F9/2 to 6DJe1 transition. For the isotopes with even mass
numbers the laser spectra are fitted with a single Gaussian profile. Their
observed widths of Γres ≈ 45 MHz are in agreement with the corresponding
width in 192Os− (cf. Sec. 4.1.1). The fitting routine for the odd isotopes is
explained in more detail in Sec. 4.2.2, since considerations concerning the
HFS are needed to evaluate the multiple peak structure. For these ions, the
center-of-gravity of each spectrum is extracted and listed in the table. The
correction for the blue shift due to the Doppler effect is done by comparing
the transition frequencies with that in 192Os−. Since the reference transition
yields a precise determination of the ion beam energy, a transformation of all
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spectra into the rest frame is achieved in this way. The rest frame frequency
shifts, calculated relative to the reference frequency of 192Os−, are plotted
in Fig. 4.6. The graph demonstrates a strong dependence of the frequency
shift on the isotopic mass which is approximately linear.

4.2.1 Isotope Effect

Background on Isotope Shift

The phenomenon of isotopic shifts in atomic systems – meaning the change
of transition frequencies in different isotopes of the same element – can be
traced back to two distinct origins (see for example [95, 96]):

• The so called mass shift (MS), a result of the change in mass, which
is dominant for light elements (Z < 30);

• The so called field shift (FS), a consequence of the change in nuclear
volume, which is dominant for heavy elements (Z > 58).

Thus the isotope shift between two isotopes A and A′ for a given transition
can be written to good approximation as a sum of those two contributions:

δνAA′
= δνAA′

MS + δνAA′
FS . (4.4)
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The mass shift is in turn divided into two parts: first, the normal mass shift
(NMS) and second, the specific mass shift (SMS):

δνAA′
MS = δνAA′

NMS + δνAA′
SMS

= (MNMS + MSMS)
A′ − A

AA′ , (4.5)

both proportional to the same purely nuclear factor, a function of the mass
numbers A and A′ of the corresponding isotopes with A′ > A. In contrast to
the factor MSMS for the specific mass shift – which depends on the electronic
wavefunction of the participating states, cf. Ref. [95] –, the factor MNMS for
the normal mass shift can be calculated from the following relation:

MNMS = ν0
Me

Mu
, (4.6)

where ν0 denotes the transition frequency, and Me and Mu are the electron
mass and the relevant atomic mass. The origin of the NMS lies in the
reduced mass correction for the electron motion inside the atom.

The second term in Eq. (4.4) represents the field shift and can again be
written as a product of a purely nuclear and a purely electronic term:

δνAA′
FS = Fδ

〈
r2
〉AA′

. (4.7)

Here the factor δ
〈
r2
〉AA′

is the change in mean square nuclear radii of the
corresponding isotopes and the electronic factor F is proportional to the
difference of the total non-relativistic electron charge density at the site of
the nucleus Δ |Ψ(r = 0)|2i .

Both MSMS and F depend strongly on the details of the electron wave
function and are thereby not trivial to calculate. However, they can be
deduced from the experimental data recorded in the present measurements.

Analysis

In order to obtain the values of the parameters MSMS and F , a subtraction of
the NMS from the total isotope shift is necessary and yields to the so-called
residual isotope shift (RIS):

δνAA′
RIS = MSMS

A′ − A

AA′ + Fδ
〈
r2
〉AA′

. (4.8)

After transposing with the numeric factor the following linear equation is
obtained:

δνAA′
RIS

AA′

A′ − A
= MSMS + F

(
δ
〈
r2
〉AA′ AA′

A′ − A

)
. (4.9)
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A δνA,192
RIS δ〈r2〉A,192

(MHz) (fm2)

190 −887(15) −0.063(6)
189 −1576(15) −0.111(11)
188 −1892(15) −0.134(10)
187 −2757(15) −0.191(14)
186 −3098(15) −0.215(13)
184 −4278(15) −0.298(17)

Table 4.2: Experimental residual isotope shifts of Os isotopes (from this work)
and changes in nuclear charge radii (taken from Ref. [97]).

MNMS MSMS F
(GHz amu) (THz amu) (GHz/fm2)

141.4 2(13) 16(10)

Table 4.3: Calculated normal mass shift MNMS, specific mass shift MSMS and field
shift coefficient F for the E1 transition in negative osmium, derived
from the linear fit shown in Fig. 4.7.

A linear regression fit allows the determination of MSMS and F , assuming
that the changes in mean square radii δ

〈
r2
〉AA′

are known for the different
isotopes. Summary tables of experimental values can be found in Ref. [97].

The experimentally determined residual isotope shifts are listed in Ta-
ble 4.2, together with the values from the literature for the changes in mean
square nuclear radii. All values were calculated 192Os− (A′ = 192) as the
reference isotope. The values of Table 4.2 are also plotted in Fig. 4.7. In
the graph, a weighted linear regression fit (solid line) to the data points is
shown. The fit delivers the values for the SMS and the FS coefficients, the
two free parameters in Eq. (4.9). Table 4.3 summarizes the results and it
also gives the calculated value for the NMS, cf. Eq. (4.6). The main source
of uncertainty in these values is the fairly large uncertainty in the published
values of δ〈r2〉A,192. The largest contribution to the total isotope shift is
due to the field shift, as is expected even from the simple model developed
in the beginning of this section.

4.2.2 Hyperfine Structure

Two isotopes have a non-vanishing nuclear spin – I = 1/2 for 187Os and
I = 3/2 for 189Os – resulting in a HFS which is characterized by the total
angular momentum 	F = 	J + 	I. As we see in the following, an analysis of
the observed hyperfine splitting can reveal the so far unknown total angular
momentum Je1 of the excited bound state. By recalling the selection rules
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and counting the number of transitions visible in the spectra of 187Os− and
189Os− it is possible to deduce Je1. The recorded spectra for these two
isotopes are displayed in Fig. 4.8. Since we observe four transitions in the
case of 187Os− and ten for 189Os−, it follows from the selection rule for the
total angular momentum, ΔF = 0,±1, that the angular momentum must
be Je1 = 9/2. Hence, the two other potential values 7/2 and 11/2 are ruled
out.

A more detailed analysis of the hyperfine spectra allows the determina-
tion of the magnetic dipole constant A and the electric quadrupole constant
B, as defined in the Casimir formula, which describes the energy shift ΔEHFS

for a specific energy state:

ΔEHFS = A
C

2
+ B

3
4C(C + 1) − I(I + 1)J(J + 1)

2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
, (4.10)

where
C = F (F + 1) − I(I + 1) − J(J + 1). (4.11)

In particular, the energy level is specified by its quantum numbers J and F ,
and the corresponding energy shift is due to the interaction of the electron’s
angular momentum 	J with the nuclear spin 	I.

The magnetic dipole coupling results from the interaction of the nuclear
magnetic moment with the magnetic field induced by the bound electrons.
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The magnetic-dipole constant is defined by

A ≡ μI
H̄(0)
IJ

, (4.12)

where μI is the dipole moment of the nucleus, in units of the nuclear mag-
neton μN = e�/(2Mp), and H̄(0) is the average magnetic field induced by
the electrons orbiting the nucleus.

The lowest-order electric contribution to the HFS results from the elec-
tric quadrupole coupling, which is a consequence of the nuclear electric
quadrupole moment interacting with the electric field produced by the elec-
trons. Its coupling constant is defined in the following manner:

B ≡ eQΨ̄JJ(0), (4.13)

here e is the electron charge, Q denotes the electric quadrupole moment of
the nucleus and Ψ̄JJ(0) represents the vector gradient of the electric field
which is produced by the electron cloud at the site of the nucleus. Note: A
permanent nuclear electric dipole moment has so far not been observed and
is under investigation in recent research activities, see for example Ref. [98].

For the extraction of the A and B constants of the ground and excited
states from the experimental spectra, the data are fitted to Eq. (4.10) with
a simple fitting routine. The fitting function consists of a sum of Gaussian
peaks – the number is fixed by the quoted selection rule – and their relative
distance depends on the values of A and B of the ground and excited state.
Each peak represents an allowed transition, as illustrated in the energy level
diagram shown in Fig. 4.9. Their intensities, the widths of the individual
peaks, and the center-of-gravity frequency of the entire spectrum are other
parameters of the fit. The peak widths are fixed at 45 MHz by the observed
line widths of the isotopes without HFS. Furthermore the relative intensities
for each line can be calculated using the formula given in Ref. [99], stating
that the sum of the strengths of the lines belonging to the same ground state
is proportional to its statistical weight, and that the sum of strengths of the
lines ending in the same excited state is also proportional to its correspond-
ing statistical weight. The complete intensity formulas were first derived by
Kronig [100], Sommerfeld and Hönl [101], and Russell [102] based on the
correspondence principle, and quantum-mechanically by Dirac [103].

This leaves a total of six independent parameters in the fitting routine:
the absolute intensity, the center-of-gravity frequency (of interest for the
isotope effect), and the values for A and for B both for the ground and the
excited state. For 187Os the two B values are zero, since a nucleus with a
nuclear spin I = 1/2 has a spherical charge distribution and therefore no
electric quadrupole moment. Unfortunately, due to the experimental spec-
tra (only), two sets of solutions for the ground and excited state A and B
coupling constants are possible. However, using the published values for A
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and B for the ground state of 189Os− from Ref. [45], we can assume that
the signs of these parameters should all be positive. This rules out one pos-
sible set of solutions and leads to our final experimental values displayed in
Table 4.4. The theoretical and experimental values are in surprisingly good
agreement, considering that the calculations can only be made numerically
and the electron–electron correlation effects are not simple to treat [105].

The values for A in 187Os− and 189Os− represent redundant information,
since they are connected via the ratio of the magnetic dipole moments of

isotope state Aexp Bexp Alit Blit

(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)
189Os 4F9/2 215(2) 399(4) 214; 386 420; 381

6D9/2 184(2) 481(4) – –
187Os 4F9/2 64(2) – – –

6D9/2 54(2) – – –

Table 4.4: Hyperfine structure constants obtained by fitting our experimental
data to Eq. (4.10). The literature values are theoretical values from [45]
derived by two different methods. For 187Os−, μI/μN = 0.06465184(6)
and I = 1/2, and for 189Os−, μI/μN = 0.659933(4), I = 3/2 and
Q = 0.91(10) × 10−24 cm2 all from Ref. [104].
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Rg
exp Re

exp Rlit

0.297(10) 0.294(11) 0.293902(2)

Table 4.5: Comparison of experimental A value ratios with the value based on
literature – derived from the magnetic dipole moments ratio.

each individual nucleus, cf. Eq. (4.12):

A(187Os)
A(189Os)

=
μI(187Os)
μI(189Os)

I(189Os)
I(187Os)

(4.14)

Thus the quality of the experimental values of A can be checked indepen-
dently from the theoretical calculations, by comparing the published values
of the ratio of the magnetic dipole moments and nuclear spins (Rlit) with
the experimental values from the individual A parameters. For the ground
states this ratio is denoted by Rg

exp and for the excited states Re
exp. The

values are displayed in Table 4.5. In this systematic check, our experimen-
tal values are in good agreement with the more accurate value from the
literature.

For laser spectroscopy in high-magnetic fields, which is presented in the
next chapter, it is crucial to know the number and corresponding quantum
numbers of Zeeman sub-levels, as provided by these results. Furthermore,
they have important implications for the prospect of laser cooling, which is
discussed in Chap. 6.



5. EXPERIMENTS IN AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

5.1 Zeeman Splitting of 192Os−

In order to develop a suitable laser-cooling scheme for negative osmium
ions in an electromagnetic ion trap, a knowledge of the ionic spectra in an
external magnetic field is required. In magnetic fields of a few T, which are
necessary to confine the ions effectively for long times, the line splitting due
to the Zeeman effect is of the order of a few tens of GHz. The knowledge of
each transition frequency and its corresponding strength is crucial for the
development of a feasible laser-cooling scheme for Os−.

Expected Zeeman Splitting – Semi-Classical Estimate

The line splitting in an external magnetic field results from the coupling of
the magnetic moment of the atom or ion with an external magnetic field 	B,
see for example [77]. The magnetic moment 	μ of an atom (ion) has orbital
and spin contributions:

	μ = −μB
	L + gsμB

	S, (5.1)

where μBe�/(2Me) denotes the Bohr magneton, 	L the orbital angular mo-
mentum and 	S the total spin angular momentum. This description is valid in
the Russell-Saunder (ls-coupling) regime only, in contrast to the jj-coupling
regime, where the sum of all orbital angular momenta 	L and the total spin
vector 	S are not a good basis for describing the wavefunction. The corre-
sponding theory results in a more complex derivation of the Zeeman effect,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The interaction Hamiltonian of an atom in an external magnetic field is
given by ĤZE = 	μ 	B and its expectation value is calculated on the basis of 	L,
	S, the total angular momentum 	J and its corresponding quantum number1

MJ . The projection of the magnetic moment onto 	J and setting 	B = B · 	ez

allows for a calculation of the expectation value. Finally, the energy shift
due to a static external magnetic field is written as:

ΔEZE = gJμBMJB, (5.2)

1 As long as this interaction can be treated as a perturbation to the fine structure.
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where gJ denotes the Landé factor, which is given by2:

gJ =
3
2

+
S(S + 1) − L(L + 1)

2J(J + 1)
. (5.3)

The resulting energy shift for any given energy level is therefore a function of
the quantum numbers L, S,and J . Hence a knowledge of the total angular
momentum of the excited state is indeed required to calculate the level
splitting.

Inserting the known quantum numbers of the ground and excited state of
the relevant transition into Eq. (5.3), we obtain the following Landé factors:
gcalc
J (4F9/2) = 1.33 and gcalc

J (6D9/2) = 1.56. With these values the energy
level diagram shown in Fig. 5.1 is obtained. Using the appropriate selection
rule ΔMJ = 0,±1 yields a splitting into 28 allowed transitions, indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 5.1. These 28 transitions are comprised of ten π
transitions and two times nine σ transitions.

Measurements

Measurements of the Zeeman splitting are carried out in the Penning trap,
which requires that the magnetic field be homogeneous in the interaction

2 When assuming the free electron gs factor to be = 2.
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Fig. 5.2: Experimental setup for the transversal spectroscopy in the high magnetic
field region.

region between ion beam and laser. For this purpose, the spectroscopy
section is modified and attached to the superconducting magnet as shown
in Fig. 5.2. In this arrangement the mass-separated ions – we have chosen
192Os− for the laser spectroscopy – are deflected towards the Penning trap
by the electrostatic quadrupole bender. As discussed in Sec. 3.4 the laser
light intersects the ion beam axis in the central magnetic field region, where
its homogeneity and strength are maximal. In this volume the magnetic
field is parallel to the ion beam axis. After interaction of the ions with the
laser field, the osmium ions, now in either the ground or the excited state,
travel in the direction of the spectrometer, which is placed as close to the
interaction region as mechanical restrictions permit. Here the excitation of
the ions is detected, using the same principle as described in Sec. 3.3.

For precise positioning of the laser light in front of the laser entrance
window into the vacuum, an optical fiber is used. In this way the crucial
laser alignment for guiding the light transversally through the Penning trap
is decoupled from any re-alignment within the laser system itself. The align-
ment trough the trap is done with the help of the CCD camera, which is
positioned in front of the exit window, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The linearly
polarized light from the cw-OPO is coupled into a polarization-maintaining
(PM) optical fiber on the laser table. An additional polarizer is placed be-
hind the output coupler to reduce the amount of depolarized light due to
imperfections in the optical fiber. For controlled rotation of the angle of the
polarization (	P ) with respect to the magnetic field a λ/2 plate is introduced
into the laser path. This is necessary in order to change from the observation
of π transitions (	P ‖ 	B) to the observation of σ transitions (	P ⊥ 	B).

The data acquisition system is left unmodified from the collinear spec-
troscopy case. Here again a chopper is used in order to reduce the level of
background. Many spectroscopy measurements are performed for a range
of magnetic-field strengths, starting with zero field and up to a maximum
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state gexp
J gcalc

J

4F9/2 1.31(7) 1.33
6D9/2 1.50(8) 1.56

Table 5.1: Comparison of experimental values of the Landé factors with the cal-
culated estimate from Eq. (5.3). The experimental error results from
the magnetic field uncertainty of ±5%

field strength of 1 T. In this way the center position of the transition is
checked by comparing it with the result from the collinear setup. At each
magnetic-field strength, the laser frequency is scanned and the spectra for
each laser polarization with respect to the magnetic field are recorded.

All in all 28 spectra, each containing ten or 18 peaks depending on the
laser polarization, were taken at twelve different magnetic-field strengths.
Two typical spectra at 0.035 T are plotted in Fig. 5.3. The upper graph
shows the spectra for the σ transitions and the lower one for the π transi-
tions. These graphs include fits based on Eq. (5.2). Actually, two different
fitting functions are needed, one for the σ and one for the π transitions.
They use the following parameters: the line intensities, the peak width,
the Landé factors and the magnetic-field strength. The peak widths are
held fixed at the value found for zero field strength, where only one peak is
present in the spectrum. The actual field of the superconducting magnet is
entered directly into the fit. Finally, the gJ factors are the main parameters
of interest. They can be compared in a straightforward manner with the
calculated values. For this purpose, the fit routine is applied to all recorded
spectra and the weighted means of the Landé factors are computed. Un-
fortunately, the magnetic-field strength is only determined from the current
readout of the magnet power supply. The uncertainty of the resulting field is
estimated to be 5%. This is the dominant systematic uncertainty and results
in a corresponding final uncertainty in the determined Landé factors. For a
more precise experimental determination, an independent measurement of
the magnetic field, at the site of the interaction of the laser field with the
ions, would have to be established.

The experimental results are shown in Table 5.1 together with the cal-
culated values from Sec. 5.1, and it is evident that they are in agreement.
However, it should be mentioned, that the theoretical values are calculated
without taking into account relativistic effects, which can be of the order of
a few percent or even more.

5.2 First Trapping Experiments with Electrons

The final set of measurements presented in this thesis concerns systematic
tests of the UNIC Penning trap, and in particular a check of the quality
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Fig. 5.3: Measured absorption spectrum in an external magnetic field of 0.035 T,
Top: 2 times 9 peaks of the σ transitions. Bottom: 10 peaks of the π
transitions. Both graphs also include the corresponding fits.
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Fig. 5.4: Penning trap electrodes and heating and mode detection electronics used
for the electron plasma diagnostics.

of its harmonic electric potential. For this purpose, measurements with a
cold and dense electron plasma are performed. In addition to the plasma
diagnostics mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1, a knowledge of the characteristics of the
electron plasma is important for another reason. The sympathetic cooling
of the osmium ions, prior to laser cooling, depends greatly on the density,
ion number and temperature of the electron plasma (cf. Sec. 2.2.2). The
successful application of that method therefore depends on a knowledge and
control of these parameters.

Major parts of the plasma diagnostics are designed and assembled by the
group of G. Testera at the National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) in
Genoa, Italy, and are finally adapted to the special requirements of the UNIC
trap setup. An illustration of the trap including a sketch of the diagnostics
setup is shown in Fig. 5.4. In this diagnostic system, the two axial plasma
modes, the dipole (1, 0) and quadrupole (2, 0) modes, are excited by applying
a sinusoidal RF perturbation to one of the correction electrodes, resulting
in an electromotive force

Vd = vd exp (iωt) (5.4)

acting on the electron plasma. The oscillation of the ion cloud induces a
current in the pickup electrode3 and the corresponding voltage

Vi = vi(ω) exp (iωt) (5.5)

is measured across the resistance Rd. Experimentally the ratio vi(ω)/vd is
recorded as a function of the drive frequency ωd by means of a network
analyzer. A narrow stepwise frequency sweep of the voltage source across
the resonance frequency is performed for each of the individual modes. The
excitation amplitude vd is of the order of 100...200 μV, and 20 to 30 steps in a

3 In this setup, the pickup electrode is the same electrode on which the driving RF field
is previously applied.
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Fig. 5.5: Electron plasma excitation response following excitation near the (1,0)
and (2,0) resonance frequencies, including corresponding Lorentzian fits
to each resonance peak. Left: Detection of (1, 0) mode frequency. Right:
Resonance of (2, 0) mode.

frequency range of 3 to 7 MHz are taken. Figure 5.5 shows typical resonance
spectra of the first two plasma modes, which are recorded at Penning trap
potential of: V0 = 95 V and a magnetic field of B0 = 4.5 T.

One important systematic test is the determination of the axial plasma
oscillation frequency, because a comparison with a value calculated from
Eq. (2.8b) indicates the quality of the electric potential and might reveal
certain systematic effects. For this comparison the excitation frequency is
scanned around the (1, 0) frequency of the electron plasma, which is equal
to the axial frequency (cf. Sec. 2.2.1), and its response is recorded. This
procedure is repeated for different trap depths, and the measured central
frequencies are plotted in Fig. 5.6. The dashed line shows the behavior
expected from Eq. (2.8b). As can be seen from the figure, there is no signifi-
cant deviation of the experimental results from theory. We therefore deduce
that the quality of the electric trap potential meets the requirements of this
project.

In a second systematic test the electron plasma is heated by superimpos-
ing a radio frequency (RF) signal onto the constant ring electrode voltage,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The applied RF signal is in the range of 24 to
26 MHz (close to the first mode). Its amplitude can be set between 0 and
0.9 V. In the actual measurement the plasma evolves for a few seconds, then
the RF heating is turned on (again for several seconds), and finally the elec-
trons cool down due to their synchrotron radiation within a few seconds.
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Fig. 5.6: The (1,0) plasma mode frequency vs. applied trap depth. The dashed
line shows the calculated axial frequency (all parameters are fixed by
simulation or experimental settings).

During the whole procedure the plasma modes are recorded. As we have
seen in Sec. 2.2.1, the quadrupole mode frequency depends on the plasma
temperature. Thus by fitting an exponential decay to the recorded data
points in the time interval during which the electron plasma cools down
again, the cyclotron cooling time of the electrons can be extracted. A typ-
ical measurement at a magnetic field of 2 T is plotted in Fig. 5.7. The RF
heating phase is indicated by a red/shaded band. In this particular case
the cooling time constant is determined to be τ = 1.4(2) s. Furthermore
an estimation of the temperature change in the electron plasma due to the
applied heating can be derived from the change in the 2nd mode frequency.
This is achieved by inserting the obtained frequency values, at low and high
plasma temperatures, into Eq. (2.18). Assuming an aspect ratio α ≈ 19,
a plasma length b ≈ 4.5 mm and a density n ≈ 108 cm−3, a temperature
change ΔT ≈ 900 K is obtained.

Similar measurements were conducted for different magnetic fields. The
resulting relaxation times are plotted in Fig. 5.8 and compared to the the-
oretical prediction of the synchrotron radiation time constant τe, as intro-
duced in Eq. (2.20). The dashed line in the figure represents this theoretical
prediction. The apparent disagreement indicates the presence of one or more
heating effects concurrently with the dominating cyclotron cooling. A simi-
lar result is obtained in the cooling time measurements, conducted also on
a cold pure-electron plasma, presented in Ref. [69]. For higher magnetic
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fields, corresponding to higher cooling rates, the heating effects become less
prominent.

Further investigations on the origin and strength of the observed heating
process(es) are required as progress is made toward laser cooling of Os−.
However, the systematic checks presented above are a good starting point for
the intended sympathetic cooling of the negative osmium ions. In addition,
first attempts of trapping Os− have been made. They indicate storage times
of several seconds and more. However, these preliminary results are not
presented here, since not all systematic effects are understood and further
improvements of the trapping procedure are expected in future attempts.



6. PROSPECT OF LASER COOLING NEGATIVE OSMIUM

This chapter summarizes all relevant results in order to give an outlook on
the prospect of laser cooling negative osmium ions. In particular, the influ-
ence of the magnetic field is considered, beyond the points already discussed
in Ref. [16]. The most significant results obtained in the course of this thesis
are:

• The total angular momentum of the excited state was found to be
Je1 = 9/2;

• High-resolution spectroscopy of the 4F9/2 →6 D9/2 transition yielded
a transition frequency of ν0 = 257.831190(35) THz;

• An observed cross-section of σ0 = 2.5(7) × 10−15 cm2 was measured,
resulting in an estimate of the Einstein A coefficient of A ≈ 330 s−1;

• The expected Zeeman splitting in an external magnetic field was con-
firmed, yielding the Landé factors gg1

J = 1.31(7) and ge1
J = 1.50(8);

• In the external magnetic field, the intensity ratio in the ensemble of
the 28 lines in the 4F9/2 →6 D9/2 transition was observed.

All of the following discussion and remarks are based on these facts as well
as additional considerations, most of which have already been introduced in
Chap. 2, or are taken from Refs. [44] and [45].

The Doppler cooling of negative osmium will take several minutes when
using Eq. (2.29) and assuming an Einstein A coefficient of 330 s−1. The
corresponding theoretical Doppler cooling limit, cf. Eq. (2.27), is Tlimit ≈
1.3 nK. It can, however, not be achieved with our current experimental setup,
since the laser bandwidth of ≈ 5 MHz will limit the minimal temperature
(cf. Sec. 2.2.3) to ≈ 120 μK.

The starting point of our analysis is an ensemble of negative osmium
ions trapped in a Penning trap in thermal equilibrium, assuming that their
equilibrium temperature of TOs ≈ 100 K (or 4.2 K) has been reached by a
pre-cooling technique. As mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2, this could be achieved
by sympathetic cooling with electrons, or, if this does not prove feasible,
by buffer gas cooling [106, 107] or resistive cooling [108]. The correspond-
ing spectral line width due to Doppler broadening at that temperature is
Γres ≈ 80 MHz (or 16 MHz). We implicitly assume that the storage time
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Fig. 6.1: Energy level diagram of Os− in the presence of a magnetic field. The
straight arrow indicates the strongest transition, which can be deployed
as a cooling transition, whereas the wiggly arrows illustrate the possible
escape channels, which will need to be re-pumped.

of the negative osmium ions inside the trap is long enough to proceed with
laser cooling – at least several minutes. Here, the laser cooling will be per-
formed via the 4F9/2 →6 D9/2, MJ = −9/2 to MJ = −9/2 transition, since
it is one of the strongest available transitions. When tuning the laser to this
transition, the light interacts only with roughly 1/6 of the ion ensemble,
according to the intensity ratios observed in the absorption spectrum in the
presence of the external magnetic field (cf. Fig. 5.3). In Fig. 6.1 the chosen
transition is indicated by νc and its decay rate by Γc. It is denoted in the
following as the cooling transition with the cross-section σc. In addition, all
decay and loss channels from the excited state 6D9/2, MJ = −9/2 are illus-
trated in this energy level diagram and their individual branching ratios are
indicated. In particular, the partial lifetime 1/Γl1 ≈ 5/Γc of the decay into
the 4F9/2, MJ = −7/2 ground state is determined from the spectra shown
in Fig. 5.3, and the partial lifetime 1/Γl2 into the 4F7/2, MJ = −7/2 ground
state is estimated to be approximately ten times longer, using the fact that
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the lifetimes scale as ν−3. This then leads to a decay rate of Γl2 ≈ Γc/50.
Finally, the photo-detachment cross-section σd from the excited state into
the continuum is considered, since a laser photon can cause the detachment
of the valence electron, leading to an undesirable loss of ions.

In order to describe the time evolution of the states in the presence of the
cooling laser, a system of standard rate equations, similar to the one applied
in Sec. 4.1.2, is introduced. When considering all fundamental decay and
loss channels mentioned above, and assuming that the ions remain in the
laser spot at all times, the system of rate equations is given by:

dNg1(t)
dt

= −σcφNg1(t) + (σcφ + Γc)Ne(t) (6.1a)

dNg2(t)
dt

= Γl1Ne(t) (6.1b)

dNg3(t)
dt

= Γl2Ne(t) (6.1c)

dNe(t)
dt

= σcφNg1(t) − [(σc + σd)φ + Γc + Γl1 + Γl2]Ne(t) (6.1d)

dNd(t)
dt

= σdφNe(t), (6.1e)

where Ng1 is the 4F9/2, MJ = −9/2 state, Ng2 the 4F9/2, MJ = −7/2 state
and Ng3 the 4F7/2, MJ = −7/2 state population. The population of the
6D9/2, MJ = −9/2 excited state and the number of photo-detached ions
are denoted by Ne and Nd. Moreover, the observed resonant cross-section
is given by σc =

(
4π2νcτΓres

)
/c2, in order to take into account that the

resonance has a finite width due to the Doppler broadening and the finite
laser bandwidth. The photon flux φ is given by φ = Ilas/(hνlas), where Ilas is
the laser intensity and νlas its frequency. Laser cooling is most effective when
the laser is detuned from resonance by δ = Γres/2. Furthermore, the laser
intensity should be chosen such that the ion absorbs a photon only after its
spontaneous decay back into the 4F9/2, MJ = −9/2 ground state, otherwise
photo-detachment can occur. We can estimate the required optimal laser
intensity by:

Ilas ≈ hνlas

2τσc(δ)
, (6.2)

since the scattering rate saturates to 1/(2τ) [109]. For Os− this intensity
will lead to the maximal scattering rate of ≈ 165 s−1 of photons from the
laser field. In Eq. (6.2), σc(δ) denotes the observed cross-section for a chosen
detuning δ, which is determined by the measurement in Sec. 4.1.2.

The system of rate equations is solved analytically; it is assumed that all
ions are initially in the 4F9/2, MJ = −9/2 ground state and their tempera-
ture (Tion) does not significantly change within the observed timescales. The
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Fig. 6.2: Time evolution of the ion state population in the presence of a laser field
for two different ensemble temperatures. The calculation is based on the
solution of Eqs. (6.1a)–(6.1e) with the parameters listed in Table 6.1.

T (K) Γres (MHz) Ilas (mW/cm2)

100 80 39.9
4.2 16 8.2

Table 6.1: The parameters for different ensemble temperatures used in
Eqs. (6.1a)–(6.1e) to produce the plots in Fig. 6.2. The required laser
intensity Ilas is calculated using Eq. (6.2).
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result of the evaluation for two different ensemble temperatures is plotted
in Fig. 6.2 and the corresponding parameters are listed in Table 6.1. The
following conclusions can be drawn from this calculation:

• The small Einstein A coefficient of the cooling transition leads to rather
low cooling powers and correspondingly long cooling times; any possi-
ble loss mechanism has to be minimized;

• The loss of ions due to photo-detachment is very sensitive to the laser
intensity. A lower pre-cooling temperature of 4.2 K would greatly
reduce the fraction of neutralized ions; and

• The transition of ions into dark states1 stops the cooling process after
the scattering of only ≈ 50 photons – however, at least ≈ 104 photons
have to be scattered for a significant cooling effect.

In this consideration the laser-ion interaction ends after ≈ 0.3 s, because
the ions find themselves in the 4F9/2, MJ = −7/2 and 4F7/2, MJ = −7/2
(dark) states. Their lifetimes toward a decay back into the initial 4F9/2,
MJ = −9/2 state are assumed to be long, seconds or even longer – typi-
cal lifetimes of metastable states. Most critical is the loss into the 4F9/2,
MJ = −7/2 state, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2. Thus, a method has to be
applied which brings the ions from these dark states back into the cooling
cycle. For example, further lasers can be introduced to re-pump the ions
back into the 6D9/2, MJ = −9/2 state – from here they can contribute
again to the cooling cycle. These re-pumpers should be narrow-bandwidth
lasers, since otherwise their own contribution to photo-detachment becomes
non-negligible. However, the processes within the confining potential of the
Penning trap, e.g. the occurrence of sidebands, the corresponding influence
of the finite laser bandwidth and, finally, the internal dynamics – the evo-
lution of states – of the ions, have to be studied in more detail in order to
understand all restrictions and/or possibilities of laser cooling of negative
osmium.

Laser-Assisted Evaporative Cooling – Alternative Approach

Another well-known cooling technique is evaporative cooling. In the case
of negative ions it can be combined with laser excitation. A theoretical de-
scription of this specific method, which is based on velocity-selective photo-
detachment, is presented in Ref. [110]. It has no analogous form in positive
ions or atoms.

For laser-assisted evaporative cooling the frequency is tuned slightly be-
low the photo-detachment threshold, thereby causing a loss of ions above
a certain velocity component in the direction of the laser beam. Here, we

1 States which are no longer addressed by the cooling laser.
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again assume that the ion ensemble is in thermal equilibrium. However,
in contrast to the Doppler cooling that is described above, pre-cooling is
not necessary. Ions with velocities lower than the corresponding threshold
remain unharmed, whereas ions with higher velocities are neutralized. If
the average thermal energy of the neutralized ions is higher than the initial
energy of the ensemble, the remaining ions will re-thermalize through col-
lisions, leading to a colder sample. This cooling technique can in principle
be applied until a single ion is left in the trap, but larger particle numbers
lead to faster equilibration times. The method of laser-assisted evapora-
tive cooling, which does not rely on a resonant transition, can be used with
any atomic negative ion species and represents a promising alternative to
Doppler cooling.



7. CONCLUSION

In the course of this thesis, all main components of the UNIC apparatus
were designed, built and/or commissioned: the negative-ion sputter source,
the ion-beam line (ion optics, diagnostics, and mass separation unit), the
spectroscope (for in-beam laser spectroscopy), the cw-OPO laser system,
and the cryogenic Penning trap. Once each individual component had been
characterized in several systematic tests, first experiments were conducted.

The high-resolution laser spectroscopy on the bound–bound E1 transi-
tion of 192Os− resulted in a 100-fold higher precision than the only prior
measurement, and it agrees with the earlier result to within 0.6σ. Together
with the determination of the resonant cross-section, which implicitly yielded
the Einstein A coefficient, it concluded the first milestone of our project. In
the subsequent experiments on all naturally occurring isotopes of osmium,
the heretofore unknown total angular momentum of the bound excited state
6D was found to be J = 9/2. In addition to this crucial information for
future experiments on negative osmium, the hyperfine structure constants
A and B of the odd isotopes were determined and the isotope shift was
deduced from the corresponding spectra of all isotopes. Altogether, these
experiments present the most precise study on any atomic anion to this day.

A second milestone was addressed in the course of measurements in high
magnetic fields. The magnetic field of the superconducting magnet was used
to split the energy levels into magnetic sub-levels. The mechanical setup of
the cylindrical Penning trap enabled the transverse laser interaction with the
negative ion beam. Spectra were recorded for different orientations of the
laser polarization with respect to the magnetic field, enabling the separate
observation of σ+,− and π transitions. All in all 28 lines were resolved,
confirming the previous result of the total angular momentum of the excited
state. In these experiments, the precision was hampered by the knowledge
of the magnetic-field magnitude, resulting in an absolute uncertainty of 5%.
But within these constrains, the experimental results of the Landé factors
are in agreement with simple semi-classical calculations.

In addition to these laser spectroscopy measurements, the first successful
trapping, manipulation and diagnostics experiments on the electron plasma
in the cryogenic Penning trap were achieved. These results represent a
starting point for the proposed pre-cooling of stored negative osmium ions.
A stored cryogenic ensemble of Os− is required for the ultimate goal, the
actual laser cooling of negative ions.
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The next milestone is the fluorescence spectroscopy of trapped Os−. The
UNIC apparatus has been prepared for this experiment, in which a photo
multiplier tube (PMT) is foreseen as the fluorescence light detector. A
stringent requirement for the success of such an experiment is the reduction
of any ion loss mechanism, thus allowing for long (a few minutes, or even
longer) storing and observation times. Another great challenge will be the
expected count rate on the PMT, which is limited by the spontaneous decay
rate, expected to be as low as ≈ 50 Hz due to the low Einstein A coefficient.
This is particularly demanding of a low background level of the PMT. Spu-
rious counts on the detector might result from dark counts and electronic
noise, but most critically from scattered laser light, which, however, could
be reduced by an appropriate combination of polarization filters. Further-
more, the experiment will only be feasible if at least one re-pumping laser
is introduced, as discussed in Chap. 6.

The perspective of sympathetically cooling antiprotons with a laser-
cooled anion ensemble is especially appealing since it might bring ultracold
antihydrogen within reach. The fundamental questions which could be ad-
dressed with a cold sample of antihydrogen atoms, and the ongoing quest
of finding their answers experimentally, warrant further investigations of
negative osmium ions.
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